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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
With the ever increasing number ot textbooks now being 
published teachers and administrators are finding the selec-
tion of a desirable text mere and more diffiou.lt. While it 
is true th;1.t textbooks are more carefully and soientifioally 
prepared than ever before , the problem of choosing that text 
whieh best fits the needs of the school is of paramount im-
portance . Of this, Mr . A. J. Lawrence says: 
••••• Textbooks have increased in number and quality 
beyond the realization of the average teacher ••••• 
Evidences of scholarship in the preparation of text-
books, as well as in the teaching content , are clearly 
discernible . l 
Because the textbook:, as a "tool" used in teaching, is 
of such vital importance its selection must not be left to 
chance. Many factors may enter into the selection of a 
text according ~o Mr . Bullock: 
••••• The adoption of a text 1s a serious matter ••••• 
it is very difficult for every teacher to know of and 
secure copies of every textbook written upon the sub-ject he is teaching , and unless he studies every one 
he cannot be sure he is choosing the best . A teacher 
might think one textbook: better than another because 
one publisher 's representative is able to present cer-
tain features of his text in a more convincing way; or 
is able to use better salesmanship of the second text; 
or the teacher might be unduly influenced by the per-
sonality of a representative . 2 
l 
Other writers see in the selection o.f a text , advantages 
l Lawrence, A .. J .• , ''Evidences of Scholarship . tt (Editorial) 
~ Balance Sheet . February , 1939 . p 343. 
2 Bullock, A. E., ''A Scientific Evaluation of Bookkeeping 
Texts ." South-Western Publishing Company. p l. 
2 
beyond that ot obtaining ab tter textbook. r. Burr believes: 
en a textbook is to be selected, the opportunity is 
one which offers two distinct purposes--tirst, th@re is 
the obvious opportunity to select a better textbook. 
The second opportunity is to extend the education and 
experience or those people charged with selecting the 
new textbook ••••• It is of inestimable value for class-
room teachers to sit down together ••••• and to carefully 
consider the factors taken into account in choosing a 
textbook for a given situation . The value of this 
procedure is also apparent fter the selection has been 
made , for if there is criticism of the selection , those 
classroom teachers who h~ve teken part in the delibera-
tions of the committee ill be ready and willing to de-
fend their choice. 3 
There are several devioes which may be used in select-
ing a textbook. Some of these are discussed at length in 
the review or other studies. Books may be compared ith one 
another, or each book may be compared with a score card , a 
syllabus, or some form of outline that has been m de previ-
ously. Of these methods the use of a score card ls believed 
to be the most desirable method. This method has been used 
by a number of studies. Harvey A. Andruss is in accord 
with this belief, for he st tes that: 
Score cards for textbooks have been used and abused, 
0 cussedtt and discussed; but they still remain as prob-
ably the best device the teacher has to aid him in 
arriving at a conclusion4when only one of several text-books must be selected. 
The teacher of bookkeeping must select wisely the text 
he expects to use. He must select imparti lly and fairly a 
3 Burr , Samul E., "The Selection of Textbooks and the Use 
of Rating Scales ." American School Board Journal. V 79. 
August , 1929. p 130. 
4 Andruss, Harvey A., ays to Teach Bookkeeping and Aaeount-
ing. South-·estern Publishing Company . 1937. 
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text which will fit the needs of his class by giving the 
greatest assistance in achieving the objectives ot the course. 
PURPOSE 
The stated purpose ot this study is the preparation ot 
a score card to be used as an objective basis in the selec-
tion of first - year high school bookkeeping texts . A number 
of texts , published since 1935, are th n rated by this score 
o rd to illustrate its use . 
The score card is applied to only those texts which 
have been published or revised within the past five years, 
as recency ot publication is considered in the field of 
boolckeeping an important factor • 
.MATERIALS 
The materials used in devising a score card for the 
rating or first-year high sohool bookkeeping texts include 
the opinions of twenty high school bookkeeping teachers 
regarding essential or desirable criteria whioh, in their 
estimation should be used to judge a book; a committee of 
three experienced teachers , including one oollege professor, 
who applied the score cards to the textbooks; and the texts 
which ~ere measured by the score card . 
Apparently there re only nine textbooks on the market 
hioh have been published or revised within the past five 
years . The following textbooks w re therefore used in this 
study: 
l. Nathanial Altholz and Alfred Lile. Bookkeeping For 
Everyday Life . Lyons and Carnahan Publishin Com-
pany. Chicago. 1938. 
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2 . J . w. Alexander. Rowe Bookkeeping and Acoountinf 
Practice. The • i:""Rowe Company. Baltimore.938. 
3. James, . Baker, Alva L. Prickett and Paul A. Carlson. 
20th Century Bookkeeping~ Accounting . The 
South-Western Publishing Company. Cincinnati. 1937. 
4 . F . H. Elwell, E. A. Zelliot and Harry I. Good . 
Personal and Business Record-Keeping. Ginn and 
Company. ""13oston . l938. 
5. Edwin H. Fearon. Intensive Bookkeeping and Account-
ing. The Gregg Publishing Company. NewYork. 1935. 
6. John G. Kirk , George • Alleman and Isadore Klein. 
Bookkeeping For Personal and Business Use . The 
John C. ~inst.on Company. '15Iiiladelphla:--1939. 
7. John G. Kirk and Wm . R. Odell . Bookkee121ne l2,!: 
Immediate Use. The John c. Winston Company. 
Philadelphia:° 1938. 
8. C. D. Lazenby. Basic Bookkeeping and Accountin~. 
The University Publishing Company .--r:1ncoln, Ne. 
1937. 
9. Arthur H. Rosenkamptf and '1111 m c. Vallace. 
Bookkee1ing Principles~ Practice. Prentice-Hall Publish ng Company. New York. 1936. 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
The following steps were followed 1n preparing the 
score card ror this study: 
1. A thorough study of all available bookkeeping texts. 
workbooks, practice sets and publisher's advertise-
ments . 
2 . A survey of books, periodicals , and other literature 
relating to bookkeeping teaching materials . 
3. An analysis of related theses and other research 
materials. 
4 . Compilation of a check-list after a thorough study 
of a number of score cards and other available 
materials . 
5 . Selection of a jury of experienced teachers . 
6 . Submitting the score card to the Jury for their 
consideration. 
'1. Preparation of a score card , based on the combined 
opinions or the jury members , as indicated in their 
responses to the check- list. 
8 . Using the score card. to rate the textbooks . This 
was done by a committee of three experienced book-
keeping teacher·s . 
In selecting the jury it was thought best to select 
experienced bookkeeping teachers who would be familiar 1th 
materials of the several publishers of recent bookkeeping 
materials in order that their combined judgment ould not 
be prejud1oed to ard a particular text . Accordingly each 
publisher was requested by letter to furnish names and ad-
dresses of five experienced teachers . 
Letters were sent to forty teachers , requesting each of 
them to serve as a member of the jury. * A self- addressed 
card was enclosed with each letter, on which replies could 
be made by merely checking their desired response . Twenty-
seven of these replies were received . or these , twenty- four 
* A copy of these materials is included in the appendix . 
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teachers indicated their willingness to serve on the Jury •. 
Check-lists were then sent to these twenty-four teachers. 
Twenty of these check-lists were returned, and were used as 
the basis tor compiling the score card. 
The number of Jurors using each publisher's materials 
are as follows: 
PUBLISHER 
The John C. inston Company 
Gregg Publishing Company 
Lyons&. Carnahan Puplishing Company 
Prentice-Hall Publishing Company 
The B. • Ro e Company 
Ginn and Company 
· University Publishing Company 
South- estern Publishing Company 
TOTAL NUMBER ON JURY 
NUMBER 
OF TEACHERS 
3 
4 
2 
2 
l 
2 
2 
4 
20 
ile this distr ibution d.oes not give each publisher 
the same number of representatives, it is believed there is 
no r eason to assume that a balance of favor is given to any 
particular textbook. 
Cbeck-lists, which were s nt to the jurors, contained 
five typewritten pages. These pages were rotated in as many 
different ways as possible. It was presumed that there ould 
be some deviation of the amount ot time spent on each page, 
thus a rotation or these pages would tend to cause a more 
equal distribution of attention by the jurors to each ot the 
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main divisions in the aheok-list. 
The method used in this study is known as the "Norm.ative-
Survey Method. The method may be defined as follows: 
••••• it is essentially a method of quantitative descrip-
tion of the general characteristics of the group ••••• 
scertaining the prevailing conditions. It seeks to 
answer the question, ~What are the real f ots 1th re-
gard to the existing conditions." ••••• The compound 
adjective "normative-survey" is applied to this method 
in order to suggest the two closely related aspects of 
this kind of study. The word "survey" indicates the 
gathering of data reg rding current oondi tions. The 
word "normative" is used because surveys are frequently 
ma .. de for the purpose of ascertaining hat is the normal 
or typical condition, or practice.~ 
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 
The following reviews represent studies whioh were ade 
1n the field ot bookkeeping on subjects comparable to this 
study. As nearly as oould be determined they represent all 
available studies on this subject. 
Hartley, arshall F., "!. Rating Scale E2!_ Elementary Book-
keeping Textbooks." asters Thesis, University of 
Io a. 19M3. 
The purpose of this study was to prepare a rating seale 
to be used as an objective basi in the s leetion o~ elemen-
tary bookkeeping textbooks as ordin rily used in at o-
semester high school course. 
The following r esults, as s t ted by the author, were 
obtained from the procedure of his s tudy: 
6 Good, Carter v., Barr, A. S ., Scates, Douglas E. The 
ethodology of Educational Rese rch. D. Appleton-Century 
Company. 1935. pp 286-288. 
l. "A library study disclosed several excellent general 
studies and t-wo special stud.ies in bookkeeping text-
book seleotion.u 
.2. "Early responses from. teachers regarding bookkeeping 
textbook selection availed so little usable informa-
tion that this part of the study was disoontinued." 
3. "Responses from 210 out of 300 letters sent to ad-
ministrators asking them to recommend qualif.ied 
teachers to assist w1.th the study."' 
4. Responses from f'orms sent out: 
Form II 
Forms III and IV 
Sent Returned 
90 
180 
60 
80 
Two surveys were made. The first survey sought to de-
termine what qualities an ideal textbook should possess and 
the second was to determine the weights that should be 
attached to these qu..alities. 
The list of qualities was grouped under three main 
headings: 
1. General Q.uali ti es 
2. Subject .Matter 
3. Presentation 
Each main heading was further sub-divided into to or more 
sub-topics. 
The method for using the rating scale was deter.mined to 
be as follows: 
In oheoking a book rate the items--excellent (4). good (3), 
fair (2), poor ( 1). After each di vision has been checked 
a fairly accurate score could be approximated in the fol-
lowing manner: 
Take Division B of the Gelleral Qualities--Manner of Devel-
oping the Te.xt. Suppose, in checking , the book is found 
to be satisfactory as to quality of experimental work 
done, as listed under parts 3, 4, and 5; but tha.t it 
gives evidence of ha.sty preparation and l ack of' adequate 
revision. It might then, be rated somewhat as t'ollows: 
B. MANNER OF DEVELOPING THE TEXT 
1. Length ot time in preparation 
2. Number, recency, extent and 
quality of revision 
3. Amount and quality of experi-
mentation 
4. Number and kind of students 
experimented on 
5. Method of checking experimental 
results 
330 
s 
270 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
The total "excellent" score for the five items would be 
twenty. The book in question, in this division, scored 
seventeen, or roughly, four-fifths or a perfect score. 
The weighted score then ould be about four-fifths of 
330, or approximately 270. 
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The author then assigned a definite value to eaeh item 
in the check-list, h ving the total values equa1 the total 
weighted score for the division. Assuming the same situation 
as before the values were assigned and the divisions were 
scored as follows: 
s 
B. !W,.~TER .OF DEVELOPING TEXT 330 270 
1. Length of time in preparation 75 55 
2. Number, recency, extent and 
quality of revisions 75 35 
3. ount and quality of exper1-
mentation 75 75 
4. Number and kind of students 
experimented on 60 60 
5. Ke thod or checking experimental 
results 45 45 
The principal er1t1c1 or this rating scale is the .faot 
tha t it is too complicated. To use the scale without the aid 
or instructions given in the thesis would be too difficult 
for consideration· by the average teacher or administrator. 
Deery , John James, "The Selection of a Bookkeeping Textbook.n 
Masters Thes1s,""'1fc)ston UniversTty. 1934. 
r. Deery has made the scope of this study more than 
10 
the title would indicate. Chapter I is given, tor the most 
p rt, to the history and d velopment of textbook lection. 
Chapter II, entitled "The Bookkeeping Course in the High 
School," presents short discussions on the following subjects: 
A. The values of bookkeeping in the high school curricu-
lum. 
1. Educational value 
2. Vocational value 
B. The organization or the bookkeeping curriculum 
l. Bookkeeping plans and prooed\ll"e 
2. The bookkeeping approach 
Chapter III deals 1th the application of standards 
for rating bookkeeping texts. In selecting his criteria 
the author made a .study ot the topics considered on eight 
representative score cards, used in the selection ot text-
books. The~e score cards ere prepared by the following 
writers: 
John Guy Fowlkes 
R.H. Franzen and F. B. Knight 
Florence D. Fuller 
Frank A. Jensen 
Guy M. 1:pple 
Alfred L. Hall-Quest 
Walters . Atherarn et. al. 
R. G. Walters 
r. Deery considered the frequency of appearance of any 
one item in these studies as being the criterion of its 
importance. All items wer inoluued in this study which 
appeared four or more times in the eight studies. 
The study disclosed that the follodng main divisions, 
or features, were considered most important by the studies: 
1. Content 
2. Method of Presentation 
3. Style 
4. Illustrations 
5. echanioal ake-up 
6. iscellaneous 
Mr. Deery found the score card to be of ssistanoe in 
th following ways: 
It analyzed the whole book into smaller constituent 
parts, each of whioh was easier to Judge. 
It called the attention of the scorer to the various 
features of the book upon which judgment should be pas-
sed, thus making it less likely tor the writer to over-
look any important point in rating the book. 
It made the scores not entirely relative, but showed 
how each book lined up with the standards presented by 
the authorities on bookkeeping text construction. 
11 
The oriteria developed in this study should be of con-
siderable reli bility because of the fact that only the points 
ot agreement among other studies ere used. The scope of 
study then, actually extended far beyond that which as 
carried on by 5r. Deery. 
Schroeter, Elizabeth Arlene, "A Comparative Stu1y or Four-
teen Bookkeeping Textbooks." Masters Thes s,--Univer-
s!ty of Colorado. l93l. 
The purpose~of this study were to analyze ~ourteen 
senior 11gb. school bookkeeping textbooks in regard to mechani-
cal make-up, date of copyright and price, student and teacher 
_aids, illustrations, drill material, method of approach, and 
organization of material and content. To make objective com-
12 
par1sons of these bookkeeping texts. To discover the prin-
cipal current trends in bookkeeping textbooks , nd to dis-
cover to what extent these books met the objective of book-
keeping. 
Several points of departure from the seore c rd method 
of evaluation should be noted, namely: A list or the objec-
tives of the subject as gathered and the content, drill 
material and illustrations were examined in connection with 
these objectives . The books were further ev luated in terms 
of the needs ot bookkeeping students of today as they are 
determined by oommeroial surveys , 1nste d of subjecting th 
books to the scoring and ranking of number of teachers. 
The following conclusions were drawn from the study: 
Illustrations are used in abundance in 11 of the book-
keeping textbooks. 
There is considerable disagreement among the books in 
the order of topics presentation. 
There exists a conspiouous variation ••••• 1n the matter of 
emphasis placed upon bookkeeping topics. 
The bookkeeping texts are apparently designed to train 
bookkeepers , rath r than business men and women, to teach 
record-keeping rather than to i part business. information. 
Definite trends in bookkeeping textbooks are noticeable: (1) The newer books • •••• have a larger numb r or pages . 
They are higher in price . (2) The latest books are 
accompanied by batteries of obj ctlve tests. (3) The 
more recent books are rioher in illustrative material . 
Colored and typewritten illustrations are more abundant . 
Script illustr tions re used less frequently . (4) The 
balance sheet , equation , and b lance sheet- equation 
types of approach are used in the ne r books. 
·Qullook h ,~, ur, ""' ·i · t· f1 ·· 11· · l · ti· "' '"' · k i D ·.· __ -·, ,L'1• ..:.. , ~ ;:~,c en ~ .wva .. ua on 2l. pooK ~ee£ n.5 
T.~xts." Los Angeles, California, 1926. South-~:estern 
k1ubllshing Company. 
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1:rhis study is perhaps one of the mont elahorut€: of its 
kind ever to, be rr"s.de, for it larr,ted nearly a year. r:ieven.ty-
eight tea.oh.err. from th:i.rty sentor l1igh schools took part in 
the study. 
Ctnnmi ttees were selected to analyze the text from various 
vieVJPOirits. The problem wa~1 di vidcid into eight parts or 
:phases as follows: 
l. Outstanding characteristics claimed by the authors. 
2. Manner in which the text was _developed; e .. g,, length 
of' time in preparation, experimentation, etc. 
3. E:x:peri ence, education and trai.ni:r1g of the authors. 
4. Illustrations and .mechanical mak:e-u:p of the hook. 
5. Content of -text by semesters. 
6. Su..mmaries, test,s, reviews, teacher aids, and prices. 
7. Sets and busi.ness forms. 
8. Ord.er and method of 1::reserrtation. 
This study, while being thorough in many :respects, re-
quires more effort a:nd expense thar-::. many other types of study. 
It seems reasonable to believe that it is not within the 
scope of the large majority of teachers and administra.tors to 
m.ake such an exhaustive etud.y. 
CHAP'l'ER II 
DEVELOPMEliT OF THE SCORE CARD FOR THE 
EVALUATION OF HIGH SCHOOL BOOKK:EEPTiiG TEXTS 
Before ru:i evaluation of any sort oan be made there must 
be some criterion from whioh to Judge a book • 
••••• it is recognized that the educational investigator 
and field worker who contribute in any signifioant way 
to the discovery of truth and its application to educa-
tional practice must evolve eritioal standards or 
evaluation and incorpora.te them. in th.eir ovm professional 
and scientific background. 1 
Many different methods are used in :formula.ting these 
criteria.. A few of these methods are here briefly reviewed.. 
The So.hroeter Method: 2 A list of the objectives were 
--......... - ......... -------
gathered on the subject o:f bookkeeping. The content, illus-
trations and drill materials were then examined in connection 
with these objectives .. 1I'he books were further evaluated in 
terms of the needs of bookkeeping students of today (1931) 
as they are determined by co.rum:ercial surveys,. instead of 
subjecting the books to the scoring and ranking of a group 
of teachers. 
!!!!, Deerl Method: 3 The method used by James J. Deery 
is somewhat different. Mr. Deery selected eight score cards 
which had been formulated. to evaluate textbooks in general, 
l Good,. Barr and Seat es, op. cit., pp 599-700 
2 Schroeter, Eliza.beth Arlene, op. cit. 
5 Deery, James J. , op • cit. 
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without partioular reference to a single subject.. J?rom these 
score cards he selectE.id i terns on the basis of their frequency. 
Any item which ap1)earea. tour or more times in the eig.ht 
studies was arbitrarll]t oon.sidered sufficiently important to 
be included as criteria. 
The Bullock Method:4 Mr. Bullock's method was t.o work 
out cri te,ria through the med.i.u..l'fl. of several co.w.1ni ttees of ex-
perienced teachers. Members of each oo·s1mi ttee met and formu-
lated oriteria f'or a particular phase of the evaluation. 
The com:posi te of all coir.:mi ttees represented the com.1>lete list 
.o:f ori teria for the evaluation of bookke.eping textbooks. 
The technique used in ttds study is known as the u jury0 
method. This method may be defined as follows: 
An investigator secures the cooperation of a number of 
. pe:rson.s, referred to as ••judges", who rank or rate ••••• 
the objects 1wrl. th which the,y are concerned.. 'Ihis pro-
cess is comr11only refe.rred. to as the u jury technique" 
since it involves the pooled judgments of ::'l number of 
persons. 5 
'IRE CI-Th'CK-LIST 
rr11e check-list was prepared as a result of the study of 
other score cards in the field of general education, plus 
a study of all available literature on the subject of book-
keeping, snd. finally an analysis of the bookkeeping texta 
which are selected for evaluation. 
A list of 150 item.a was compiled. Whether o:r not these 
-----------·-- --------
4 Bullock, A •. 1::., op. cit. 
5 Good, ;aarr an.d Soates, op. cit. 
items were desirable vmr1 not questioned, as that would be 
decided by the jury .. 
Th.is list was then classified into five main divisions 
as follows: 
DIVISION 
I+ Presentation and 
Method of .Approach 
II. Illustrations 
III. Content 
IV. Teaoher and Pupil Aids 
v. Mechanical Features 
NU!'IBim 
OF I'J:FiFS 
26 
29 
52 
lB 
25 
150 
15 
As previously stated, forty teachers were requested to 
serve on the jury.. In answer to these requests tt.renty-seven 
teachers returned the self-addres.med post cards. Tv;enty-four 
of these indicated their ·willingness to aid in the co.nstruo-
tion of a score card. 
Of the twenty-four check-lists sent out, twenty W€re 
returned. Each of the twenty was ansv:ered satisfactorily, in 
tliat all i.tems were checked in all divisions of the check-
list. However two check-lists were returned for re-checking 
because the jurors had failed to check every item. They 
were satisfactory after being checked a second time. 
A copy of the eheok-list as sent to the jury is shovm as 
Form I. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF THE CHECK-LIST _..._ __ _ 
Following is a list of items and characteristics found in First-. 
Year High School Bookkeeping Texts. You are requested to note 
in the designated column whether you consider each of these items 
as ESSENTIAL, DESIRABLE. OF LITTLE VALUE or UNDESIRABLE in first-
year bookkeeping texts. The degree of desirability may be noted 
by a numerical value; 1, 2, or 3 in the column headed "Of Little 
Value"; a O in the "Undesirable" column. No item should be 
checked in more than one column. In determining in which column 
an item should be included it might be well to ask, "Is (for 
instance} a table of contents essential, desirable, of little 
value, or undesire.ble in a first-year bookkeeping textbook"1 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Ot 
• 
• 
1, 
CRITERIA 
. 
• Essen-: Desir-
tial: able 
: Little 
: Value t 
Undesir-
able 
Degree of Desirability••••••••• 
PR.l!SENTATION AND 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
. 
. 
. 
. 
: 
: : : : 
9: 8: 7: 6: 5: 
: : t : 
4: 3i 2~ i: . "
I. APPROACH 
1. Journal 
2. Balance Sheet 
3. Transactien· '· 
4. Equation 
.5. Ac.count 
6. 
'1 • . . 
: 
. : 
. . 
. . 
II. PRESENTATION 
h 
l. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Sunnnary 
f. Exercised applying the 
principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
1. 
2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. ·Direct vocational 
: : : 
: 
b. Indirect vocational : 
------------------...;.,.._...;_..;...__:._..;_....;. ____ _ 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for 
bookkeeping 
t. 
3. General 
: 
. 
. ' 
a. Material U,gi cally i>.;-_e_s_e_n_t_e_d __________ --.....;.. _____ ....; __ ..;.__.;,: ____ _ 
b. Material psychologically 
presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes 
concepts or fundamental 
elements or bookkeeping 
d. Unit method of presentation 
e. Contract method of presentation 
r. Text is self-instructive : 
g. Complete instructions with each 
chapter 
h. Introduces new devices as a 
means to an end, not an end in 
itself 
1 • 
• 
. 
•· 
Essen- . Desir- Of Undesir-. 
tial able Little . able CRITERIA . 
Value 
. : : . 
: : . . : . . . . . . 1; 5; . 3: . 1; Degree of Desirability . '. '. 8. 6. 4. 2: 0 ' . . . . . 
. : : . . . 
ILLUSTRATIONS . : . . . 
I. BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY . : . 
l! General J'ournal . . 
2. Purchase Journal . . 
3. Sales Journal : 
4. Oash Books . : . 
5~ Resisters 
6. . . . . . . 
7. . . 
II• BOOY..S OF SECONDARY ENTRY . . 
1. General Led er : . . . . 
2. General Led er . : . . . 
3. Purchase Led5er . : . 
4. Sales Led5er . 2 . . . 
5. . . : : . . 
6. . . . . 
III. OTHER IIl..USTRA'fiONS : : . : . 
1. Balance sheet : : 
2. Profit and Loss Statement 
3. SurElus Statement : : 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Worki~ J20.J!ers or work sheets : . . 
6. Business forms . . 
7. Posti!!B . : . 
8. Makins corrections . : .. • . ' 
9. E9.uat1ons : 
10. Model Sets . . 
11. PhotosraEhS 
12. ScriEt . . 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Ctunulative Account forms . . 
15. Distribution Account forms . . 
16. Gra,Ehs 
17. Halftones . . . . 
18. Schedul,e_s : 
19. Income Tax Returns . . 
20. T-account . : . . . . . 
21. . : . . 
' . 
22. . . . : . . . 
. . 
. . 
CO~T OF TEXT . . . . . . 
1. Conce,Et of debit and credit . . . . 
2. General Ledser I use and o,Eeration . . 
3. SJ2ecial Journals 1 use and 012eration . . 
4. General Journals 1 use and 0;2eration 
5. Closins the ledser . . : . . . . 
6. Worki!!S ,12a12ers . . 
7. Financial Statements . . 
8. Business forms and .12a12ers : . . . . 
9. Business or anization & r eview 
10. omparative statements, analyzing : . . 
and interpret ins 
11. Deferred and accrued items, 
reserves and de12reciation 
12. Partnershi;2s : 
13. Tradi~ accounts 
14. Petti cash fund . . 
15. c. O. D. shiJ2ments & sales 
16. Sint5le ent£l 
17. Corporation organization, charter, . . . 
kinds of stock 1 bonds. . . 
18. Records Eeculiar to a cor;2oration . . 
19. Real estate accountin5 . • . .
20. 1'1ldset makins . :-. 
21. The voucher szstem : : 
I, 
II. 
\ 
C R I T :E R I A 
____________ , 
Essen-
t ial 
Desir-
able 
Of 
Little 
Value 
: ,, ! : 
Dog:rce of. h,siTatility • •• , • • • • • • 9: 8. r;: 6: 5: 4, : 3: 2: l: 
Undesir-
able 
0 
·-------·- ---··----- --·;--:--~---;---.-- --------
• • f' • II 
. . . . 
. ' . . 
. - - ·· ·- ··--·-· -----·--------- -·-··-·--·-·--------------PUPIL 
1. Q,urn~t~ o~-~12 text 
2. stucy :,e1:_f:'3 
3. Explanat.i.c:ns for procedure of : 
work inLJ!2._blcms 
4. Footnotes . . 
5. References : 
6. Practical suggestions for 
usin~ the t extbook . . 
7. Workbooks 
8. 
9. 
TEACHER 
l. Standardized tests 
--------------------------------2. Free public::i.t ion_ and s_e_rv_1_· c_e _______________________ _ 
3. Advisory service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets and 
pr~blems 
6. Practice sets 
-----7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Auditing plans 
9. Progress charts 
10. Courses of study 
11. Refer ences 
12. 
13. 
MECHANICAL FEATURES 
-I-\ -Q;-JJ._AL_!_TY--AND--M-AKE'"°:.up 
1. Glossy paper 
2. Unglazed paper 
3. S~ort lines on page 
:. .. ·: 
.. 
. 
4. Lines across e.!0ire ~e-------------------------------
5. Clear, bla~~ t,~Y~P_e __ ~----------'---;.._-'---;.._-'--"---._;,,--.:-...._;,,-------------
6. Washable cloth cover 
7. Paper cover·· ·· -----------:------------:--:---------
8. Title of tex+, 
9. Impress!Y.2E_9SS of make-up as whole 
10. Size of t cx": 
ll. Resule v~IB,-----------------------------------
12. Economical in price 
13. 
14. 
II. OTHER FEATURES 
1. Adequate amount of drill work 
provided 
2. Prr1ctice sets and workbooks 
optional with text . 
3. Consideration of ability and ex-
perience of authors 
4. Text contains only 1-yr. course 
5. Text contains both first-year and 
second-year bookkeeping 
6. Publishers well and favorably 
known in commercial field 
-------
.. 
. 
. 
. 
! : 
. 
. 
7. Vocabulary intelligible to j>_u_p_i_l_s _______ ·----------------
8. Published or revisod within the 
past 5 years 
9. Index 
10. Exercises graded as to difficulty 
11. Exercises included in the text 
12. Exercises included which are 
separate from text 
13. Exercises included in appendix 
14. 
10 
. 
. 
: 
Essen- Desir- Of Undes1r-
CRITERIA ti& . eble Little able . 
. Value . 
. : • . . . . . . . . 
Degree of Desirability ........ 9: 8: 7: 6: 5. 4. 3. 2: 1: 0 . . 
: . . .. . 
GONTENT OF TEXT {eohtinued) . I 
22. Bonk organizatiqn and . : . 
bookkeeping . : . . . . 
I 
23 •. Consignments . . . . . .. . . 
24. Departmental crganization snd . . .. . .. . 
procedure . . 
25.· Cost accwunting .. . . . . . . 
26. Income Tax procedure . . .. . . .. • . . . 27. · socil!El Security Act : . . . 
28. Suit~ble ~or semes~er plan : . ! . . . 
29. Different levels of ability . : . 
t!!ken into consideration : : • .
30, APl>licn.ble to vocational use . . 
31. Applicable to gersonal use . ! . 
3a. Applicmele to both voca~iorial . : .. 
and l?ersonal use . . . . 
33. Meets general objectives set up . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
in local course of study . . . . : . . . . . . 
34. Exercises baised on fundamental : . . : ~-. . 
needs, knowledges and skills : : . : . . . . 
35. Text may be correlated with : . . : . . 
Junior Business Training . . : • . 
36. All terms are clearly defined 
37. Objectives clearly stated . . . . . 
38. Arithmetic drills provided • . . . : . . . . 
39. Appendix of added information : : : : . . 
and ma.teriru.s . : . . . . 
40. Supplementary sets provided . : ,; . 
41. Short practice- sets . . . . 
42. Long practice sets : . : . . . . . 
43. Sets included in text: . . .
o. School project .. : . 
b. Farm project . : : . . . 
c. Dentist or Doctor . . . 
d. City club . . 
e~ Church . .. . : : . . . 
f. Personal records . : . : . . . . 
g. Household records ii . 
h. Retail business • . . . 
1. Wholesale business . . : . . 
j. Radio dealer . . . . . . 
k~ . : . • . . . 
1. : . . . • 
44. . . . . : . . . . 
45. 
RESULTS 
The check-list, as it was sent to members of the Jury, 
as arranged in the following manner: 
One page contained only the main headings, which were 
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to be weighted by the jury on the basis of one hundred points. 
These weights were then averaged and allotted to each main 
division on the basis of 1,000 points. The following weights 
were arbitrarily assigned to the main divisions to facilitate 
easier handling of each of the several items listed under 
the division: 
TABLE I 
ASSIGNED 
MAIN DIVISIONS AVERAGE VALUE 
I. Presentation and 
Method or Approach 237.5 250 
II . Illustrations 172. 5 175 
III. Content 300.0 300 
IV. Teacher and Pupil ids 177.5 175 
v. echanical Features 112.5 100 
TOTAL 1,000.0 l,000 
Each of the main headings was then divided and sub-
divided into numerous items. 'nle items were to be rated on 
a scale of ten points, i.e., any .item which, in the opinion 
of the jurors, was undesirable for a bookkeeping text would 
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be rated zero, while at the other extreme the jurors might 
rate an item as being essential. The latter rating might be 
given a score ot 7, e, or 9, depending upon the degree ot 
emphasis the juror wished to oonvey to this particular feature. 
Tables II, III, IV, V, and VI how the rating given by 
the jury to each item under the main headings. For instance, 
in Table lI, feature number one, "Glossy paper," was given 
the rating or 8 by one .Juror; a rating ot 6 by three jurors; 
a rating of 4 by three jurors; a rating of 3 by three jurors; 
a rating ot .2 by two Jurors; and eight rated the feature as 
undesir~ble with a rating or zero. 
MECRANICAL FEATURES 
Several features show particul r agreement among the 
Jury members. For instance, 12 members believed "Clear, 
black type" was an essential feature in the bookkeeping 
textbook. All members considered the feature to be desirable. 
It is quite clear that teachers believe the "vocabulary or a 
text should be intelligible to the pupil." Sixteen members 
of the Jury gave this feature the maximum rating of 9, :.rhile 
only one gave a rating as low as 6, which of co urse means 
that even this member considered the feature very desirable, 
but not essential. 
Ot slightly less agreement. are the ratings accorded to 
such features as "Published within the past five years" and 
"Index." However, it may be noted that 10 jurors declared 
the maximum score of 9 tor eaoh of these features. All mem-
bers believed that the feature "Published or revised within 
I. 
TABLE II 
moHANICAL FEATURES 
FEA~ 9 8 7 
QUAU TY AND MAKE-UP 
l . Glossy paper 1 
2. Unglazed paper 6 2 1 
3. Short lines on page l 1 
4. Lines across page 6 l 3 
5. Clear , black type 12 2 l 
6. Washable cloth cover 2 l 
7. Paper cover 1 1 
8. Title of text 6 l l 
9. Impressiveness of 
.make-up as a whole 5 2 2 
10. Size or text 5 2 
11. Resale value l 2 2 
12. Economical in price 7 1 2 
II. OTHER FEATURES 
1. Adequate amount or 
drill work provided 9 l 1 
2.- Practice sets and 
workbooks optional 8 3 
3. Consideration of abil-
1ty and experience of 
authors 6 4 
4. Text -0onta1ns only 
one-year course 7 · 2 
5. Text contains both 
first and second year 
courses l 
6. Publishers well and 
favorably known in 
comme\"oial field 6 1 l 
7. Vocabulary intelli-
gible to pupils 16 2 l 
a. Published or revised 
ithin past 5 years 10 2 3 
g. Index 10 1 
10. Exercises graded as 
to difticulty 5 3 7 
11. Exercises included in 
the text 9 1 4 
12. Exercises included 
which are separate 
from the text g 1 4 
13. Exeroisee included in 
appendix l · l 2 
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6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
3 3 3 2 8 
4 2 l 2 1 1 
1 l 2 2 3 l 8 
5 2 1 2 
4 l 
5 2 1 1 1 4 3 
2 1 2 l 12 
5 3 3 
5 3 1 2 
7 l 2 2 l 
6 2 2 l 1 3 
5 2 l 1 l 
2 1 
8 l 
6 2 1 2 
8 1 1 1 
4 2 1 3 2 7 
2 2 3 l 4 
l 
3 2 
4 2 1 1 l 
4 1 
3 l l l 
3 1 1 l 
2 3 l 2 1 2 5 
the past 5 years" was at least desir ble. Feature number 
seven, "Paper cover," is undesirable, as evidenced by the 
tact that 12 teachers believed the item to be undesirable 
and only 2 rated it as high as 6. 
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Very little agreement 1s expressed as to wheth r the text 
should be "economioal 1n price," tor while 10 members rated 
the feature essential, 8 believed the feature was desirable 
and 2 declared it to be or little value . The feature ~Exer-
cises includ din appendixn shows even less agreement, s 
shown by the distribution of ratings under each o:t the col-
wnns from Oto g inolusive . 
PRESENT TIO . D 
ME'mOD OF APPROACH 
A marked difterence of opinion is expressed as to the 
most desirable method or appro ch. The "Balance Sheet" is, 
however, given the greater weight, as none of the Jurors con-
sidered this feature undesirable . Eight jurors considered 
the method as very essential with a rating or 9. 
It will be noted that at least three items under the 
heading "Chapter Presentation" show agreement, namely: 
"Explanation," "Illustration," and ""Exercises apply1n to 
principles learned . " Chapter preview is ot uncertain value 
in that the Jury shows no pparent greement as to the desir-
ability or the feature. 
As evidenced by the rating ore ch or the items listed 
under "Aims in Presentation" teachers are yet undecided as 
to a de:t1n1..te stand on this fe ture. Four members considered 
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TABLE III 
PRESENTATION AND 
mon OF APPROACH 
FEATURE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
I. APPROACH 
1. Journal 4 1 4 3 1 l 1 5 
2. Balance Sheet a 2 4 3 1 2 
3. Transaction 4 1 7 1 1 l 1 4 
4. Equation g 1 2 1 3 1 3 
5. Account 4 1 3 1 5 l 2 3 
II. PRESENTATION 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 2 1 3 5 2 3 2 1 1 
b. Diso ussio.n 7 4 1 3 2 2 1 
c. Explanation 11 6 3 
d. Illustration 16 2 l 
e. Summary 6 2 4 3 2 3 
t. Exercises applying 
to principles 15 1 3 1 
g. Q.uestions for 
class discussion 7 1 3 3 2 l 3 
h. Topics tor class 
discussion 5 .l 1 4 3 2 3 
2 . Aims in presentation 
a. Direct vocational 4 2 1 6 4 3 
b. Indirect vocational l l . 2 7 2 2 1 1 l. 2 
o. Social 1 7 4 2 2 l 3 
d. General business 5 3 7 2 2 1 
e. To form correct 
habits for book-
keeping e 2 1 3 2 2 2 
3. General 
a. aterial logically 
presented 13 l 3 l 1 l 
b. aterial presented 
psychologically 5 l 1 4 3 3 3 
c. pproach firmly 
establishes t'unda-
mental concepts 10 2 7 1 
d. Unit method of 
presentation 4 2 4 1 5 1 3 
e. Contract method 
of presentation 3 1 4 l 3 3 l 4 
t . . Text self-instruct-
Ins 7 l 6 1 l 2 2 
g. Complete . instruct-
ions with chapter 9 l 3 4 3 
h. Introduces new de-
vices as a means to 
an end g 1 4 2 4 
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the vocational aim as iholly essential, while 3 considered 
it as altogether undesirabl. Somewhat greater agreement is 
e~pressed on the aim "To torm. correct bookkeeping habits . 
Eight teachers considered this feature entirely essential , 
while only 2 believed it to be undesirable . 
The "Contract method of present1tion" as against the 
"unit method of present tion," shows no uniformity of opinion. 
A majority or the jury agreed that the material of the text 
must be "logioally presented" to the student. 
CONTENT OF TEXT 
The jury rating of features one to seven inclusive ex-
presses definite agreement as to the importance of these items. 
All other features under content or text show a ueh greater 
variance ot opinion. The twenty members were divided as to 
whether the text should be applicable to vocational or per-
sonal use, as indicated by the rating of features thirty .and 
thirty-one. Fourteen jurors believed that "cost accounting" 
had no place in a high school textbook, as this feature was 
rated zero by 8 members, while 6 declared it was ot little 
value and 5 rated the feature as essential. 
The ratings sho little agree ent as to the type of sets 
which should be included in the text . From one to six jurors 
believed each of these sets to be undesirable. A like num-
ber believed most of these features to be essential. It was 
agreed by the majority of members that "City club" and 
"Church" sets ere or little v lue, or undesirable. 
ith the exception of features one to seven t here is 
2'1 
TABLE IV 
CONTENT OF TEXT 
FEATUR 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1. Concept ot debit 
and credit 18 2 
2. General Ledger. use 
and operation . 15 3 2 
3. Special journals, 
use and operation 11 3 4 -2 
4. General Journal, 
use and operation 16 2 2 
5. Closing the ledger 16 1 3 
6. Working papers 10 2 3 2 2 l 
7. Financial statements 16 1 l 1 l 
8. Business forms, pa1ers 8 1 2 6 2 1 9. Business organizat on 4 4 6 3 2 1 
10. Comparative statements, 
analyzing & interpreting 6 l 1 5 2 4 l 
11. Deferred and accrued 
items, reserves, dep'n. 10 3 2 3 2 
1.2. Partnerships 7 1 2 3 2 l 1 1 . 2 
13. Trading aooounts 6 l 2 5 2 2 1 1 
14. Petty oash fund 9 2 4 3 1 l 
15. C. O. D. shipments 3 2 4 4 1 2 2 
16. Single entry 1 2 3 1 l 2 4 6 
17. Corporation organization-, 
charter, stock, bonds 2 2 4 l l 2 2 6 
18. Records peculiar to 
a corporation 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 6 
19. Real estate accounting 1 1 2 2 1 4 2 2 5 
20. Budget making 6 2 6 2 3 1 
21. The voucher system 2 1 3 3 2 2 1 l 5 
22. Bank organization 
and bookkeeping 2 l l 2 1 2 5 
23. Consignments 1 2 l 2 4 l 2 1 6 
24. Departmental organiza-
tion and procedure 1 2 1 3 3 5 1 1 5 
25. Cost accounting 1 3 2 4 l 1 8 
26. Income tax prooedure 3 1 4 1 5 l l 6 
27 •. Social Security Act 5 2 3 1 2 2 l 3 
20. Suitable for semester 
plan of organization 6 2 l 4 2 1 1 3 
29. Different levels of 
ability taken into 
consideration 10 2 6 l 1 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
CONTENT OF TEXT 
FEATURE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
30. Applicable·to vocational 
use 7 3 7 l l 1 
31. .Applicable to persone.1 
use 9 l l 6 1 l l \ 3·2 . Applicable to both voea-
tional and personal use 9 l l 6 1 1 1 
33. eets general objectives ' 
set up in looal course 
ot study · 6 l 5 8 
34. Exercises based on tunda-
mental needs & skills 10 1 2 5 l l 
35. Text may be correlated 
1th Junior business 5 l 1 6 3 l l 2 
36. Al1 terms are olearl1 
defined 13 l 2 3 l 
37. Objectives clearly 
stated 6 2 4 3 2 1 
38. Arithmetic drills 1 l 4 4 , l 3 2 4 
39. Appe~dUt;. of added into~- I \ 
mation and materials l l 2 2 2 ·1 5 2 2 2 
40. Supplementary sets 2 2 6 \3 l 2 2 2 41. Short practice sets e 2 4· '2 
42. Long practioe sets 2 2 3 2 2 1 l 7 
43. Sets included in text: 
a. School proJect 1 l 7 l 1 2 l a 
b. Farm project 1 1 l 8 1 1 2 1 l 3 
c. Dentist or doctor 3 8 l 1 2 l 1 3 
d. City club 7 3 l 3 l 5 
e. Church l 1 :s · 2 l 3 1 6 
f. Personal records ·6 3 5 · 3 1 l l 
g. Household records 4 2 2 6 2 l 1 2 
h. Retail business 6 1 4 5 1 l 2 
i. Wholesale business 4 1 2 5 ~ 1 l 3 j. Radio dealer 2 1 8 1 2 1 1 l 3 
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apparently no definite agreement as to the relative value of 
any content· feature. 
' ILLUSTRATIONS 
Illustrations, for .the most part, were considered desir-
abl . or essential. An almost unani ous agreement was expressed 
in favor of the "Bal·ance Sheet"' anc. "Profit and Loss Statement." 
Nineteen of the twenty Jurors agreed that these illustrations 
were wholly essential. 
Illustrations or the books ot original entry, with the 
exception of "Registers,~ were rated high by a large majority 
or the teachers. 
Ten of the twenty .jurors aoceded to the opinion that a 
"puroha$e ledger" and "sales ledger" were essential. 
Tb.e relative value of the following features was gener-
ally greed upon by the jury members: "Trial balance,'' 
"Working papers," "Posting," "T-acoounts . " There was little 
agreement as to the value or the illustrations, 9 Surplus 
Statement,n "Sori:pt," "Cumulative aooount forms," "Distribu-
tion account torms." "Graphs," "Ralttones,• "Schedules," and 
"Income Tax Returns." 
In most instances jurors believed the illustration fea-
tures to be at least desirable. 
TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
Only one feature shows particular gree.ment, namely: 
"Key to all exercises, sets and problems. 1 Eleven Jurors 
rated this f .eature essential with a score of 9; one gave it 
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TABLE V 
ILLUSTRATIONS 
FEATURE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
I. ,BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY 
1. Oeneral Journal 17 1 1 l 
2. Purchase Journal 14: 2 3 l 
3. Sales Journal 14: 2 3 1 
4. Cash Books 13 3 3 l 
5. Registers 6 l 2 8 1 1 1 
II. BOOKS OF SECONDARY ENTRY 
.1. General Ledger 
(Open aooounts) 1'1, l 1 1 
2. General Ledger 
I (Closed accounts} 14 2 1 l l 1 
I 3. Purchase Ledger 8 l 1 4 2 2 
·1 l 
4. Sales Le~er . s 1 1 3 5 2 1 l 
III. Offl!R ILL TRA'l'IONS 
l. Balance Sheet 19 1 
2. Pro.fit &Loss 
Statement 19 l 
3. Surplus Statement 4 4 2 1 l 4 l 3 
4. Trial. balanoes 15 3 2 
5. Working papers 12 l 6 1 
&. Business forms '1 2 3 5 1 l l 
7. Posting 14 3 2 1 
6. Making corrections g 1 2 4 l 1 1 1 
9. Equations 6 l 3 4 4 l l 
10. Model sets 
' 
2 2 3 l 1 l 
11. Photofraphs 6 6 2 l 3 l l 
12. Scrip 2 l 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 
13. Illustrations in color 5 9 2 l l 2 
14. Cumulative account 
tor.ms l l 4 6 l l 3 l 2 
15. Distribution account 
torms 2 1 4 l 1 4 l l l • 16. Graphs l 1 l l 2 4 5 2 3 
1'1. Halt tones 1 3 1 3 3 2 4 3 
18. Sohedules 3 2 3 l 4 3 l l 2 
19. Income Tax Returns 2 1 1 5 1 1 2 l 3 3 
20. T-accounts 11 l 6 l 1 
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· seore of 8; tour seored it 7; two scored it 5; and two 
tave it a score or 5. 
All members ot the jury agreed that *'workbooks" wer,e at 
least desirable and eight gave the feature a value of 9. 
Particular disagreement is shown by the ratings given 
"Supplementary practice sets , tt •Q.uestions in text , It and .,Prao-
tical suggestions for using text . tf 
TABLE VI 
TEAODR AND PUPIL AIDS 
I 
:I 
FEATURES g 8 7 6 5 4 5 2 l 0 
t· TEACHER L. Standardized tests 6 2 2 ·5c 1 2 2 
2. Free publication and 
services 7 l 6 l 1 4 
3. Advisory se.rvice 5 7 1 2 2 1 2 
4. Manual 8 l 3 e 
5. Key to all exercises , 
sets and problems 11 1 4 2 2 
6 . Practice sets ~ 2 2 2 2 3 
7. Supplementary practice 
sets 2 l 1 5 3 1 1 l 5 
6'. Audi ting plans l l 4 3 4 l 2 4 
9. Progress oharts l 1 4 5 5 4 
10. Courses ot study 1 l 6 3 5 2 2 
11. References 1 2 4 6 4 3 
II .. PUPIL 
1. Questions in text 3 l 4 7 2 1 1 l 
8. Study helps 3 5 5 3 2 l l 
3. Explanations for 
procedure of working 
:problems 8 l 3 3 1 2 2 
4. Footnotes l 3 l 6 3 2 1 3 
5. Referenoes 4 4 4 l 1 6 
6. Practical suggestions 
for using text 2 1 l 9 1 2 2 l l 
7. Workbooks e 1 4 2 5 
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TABULATION OF JURY R4.TINGS 
After each of the twenty jury members had rated all the 
items in the check-list it was then necessary to compute the 
mean raw soore for eaoh feature. This was accomplished by 
multipl7ing the number of individual judgments in each column 
by the soore allotted to that column and dividing the sum of 
all columns by 20--the number ot judgments. The procedure 
for calculating this weighted average may be illustrat-eci as 
follows: 
PORM II 
TOTAL WEIGHTED AVER GE FOR ITEM 
"STANDARDIZED TESTS" AND TRE IMDIVIDUAL 
SCORES GIVEN mIS FEATURE 
. • .. . 
• • • • 
. . . Ot . • .. . . 
. Essen- . Desir- . Little . Undesir-. • . • FEATURE . tial . able . Value . able . • .. . 
. . . : • • . 
. 9 8 7: 6 5 4: 3 2 l: 0 • 
Standardized 
Tests 6 2 2 5 1 2 0 0 0 2 
Six jurors believed "Standardized Testsff were 
tial they gave it a rating or 9; t 0 considered it 
. 
. 
• 
• 
. Wt • . 
• Ave • • 
. 
. 
. 
. 
6.3 
so essen-
essential 
with a rating of 8; and two considered it essential to an 
even less degree with a rating of 7. Under the column headed 
"Desirable," six jurors believed this feature t".> be very de-
sirable and rated it 6; one gave it a rating of 5; to be-
lieved the item was somewhat desirable· and gave it a rating 
of' 4. None of the twenty jurors rated the feat-ure as being 
of "Little Value .' Two believed standardized tests were 
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C ' t i:1 r '.' l 
undesir bl and therefore gave it zero rati • . The ~f~ 
AUl\lC ii U \• ' l : . • . ~ , Y. 
average of these ratings is obtained by multipl Jt ~the num-
. . T , .. ,, 193i 
b~r or individual judgments in ea.ch co.lumn by tfW aii:otted 
score for that column and dividing the sum or all columns by 
the number or individual judgments. The weighted average in 
the example (Form II) then, is 6 . 3, or, according to the com-
bined judgments of the jury, the teature is consid·ered very 
desirable . 
A sinular procedure as followed in securing the weighted 
average for each ot the 150 items in the check-list. Details 
of these data are shown in the appendix. 
It was arbitrarily decided to exclude every feature re-
ceiving a weighted avera e ot less than 4 . 0. This weight 
· ould indicate that the jury believed the feature as of 
little value in selecting a textbook ror bookkeeping. Accord-
ingly 28 teatures ere excluded from the finished. score card • 
.. These features are shown in the relation to the eights 
accorded each by th jury under Table VII . 
. ·. ~,. 
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TABLE VII 
FE TORES ELIUI ATED FRO SCORE CARD 
WEIGHTED 
FEATURE AVERAGE 
Graph illustrations 
Halftones, illustrations 
Single entry bookkeeping 
Corporation, charter, stock, bonds 
Records peculiar to a corporation 
Real Estate accounting 
Bank organization and bookkeeping 
Consignments 
Departmental organization and procedure 
Cost accounting 
Arithmetic drills 
Appendix or added info'rmation 
Long pr ctice sets Schooi project in bookkeeping 
City club f>oolckeeping 
Bookkeeping for a church 
Footnotes 
References (Pupil aid) Auditing plans 
Progress charts 
Teacher references 
Glossy paper 1n text 
Short lines on page 
Washable cloth cover 
Paper cover Te~t contains both first and second year course 
Exercises included apart tram the text 
Exercises included 1n the appendix 
5.6 
3.0 
2.8 
3.6 
3.5 
3.6 
3.6 
3.1 
3.4 
3.1 
3.8 
3.9 
3.0 3.7 
3.6 
3.5 
3.5 
2.7 
3.4 
5 . 8 
3.0 
2 .5 
2 .4 
3.\) 
22.l 
.a 
3.2 
3.6 
34 
35 
Atter the weighted average had been determined for each 
feature the next procedure as to determine the relative 
eight of each item in relation to the total points allotted 
by the Jury to each ot the main divisions . The following 
formula as used: 
r 
MWn • MPo 
(JI= Mean , = leight , f =- Feature) 
( P =Point , D =Main Division ) 
Substituting the figures or the illustration on page 32 
to show the operation of this formula the calculation would 
appear as follows: 
&.~ X 175 = 14 . 04 
78 .5 
The figure 6. 3 represents the weighted average or the feature 
ttStandardized Tests." The denominator, 78 . 5 represents the 
sum or the weighted averages under the main division 'Teacher 
and Pupil Aids . " The figure 175 represents the weight allot-
ted the main division by the jury. ~he result expresses the 
maximum score allotted by the jury to this particular item 
which, in this instance , is 14 . 
Form III sho s the completed score card. The column ot 
figures to the right of the features column indicates the 
maximum scores allotted by the jury to each feature in aocord-
thice with the procedure illustrated above. 
•• 
SCORE CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCH01JL BOOKKEEPING TEXTiiOOKS 
Directions for using the score card: Each bookkeeping text should be rated 
on a separate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
rated on the ba.:;is of a meximum score listed in the colwn.11 headed 11Maximwn 
Score". Each feature should be given the maximum score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item need6 no improvement. If the feature is 
not included b the text or is included in such a manner a .. , to be detrime.n-
tal to the learning c.c ti vi ties of the pupil, the i tern should be :rated zero. 
Any other score between the two extremes of zero and maximum may be allotted 
to e,uch feature in uccordance with the judgment and experience of the ruter. 
A total "Score allowed" should be computed for each of the nni.n divisions 
and for the textbook as a v1hole. 
Name of Textbook Rated: 
FEATURES 
. I. Approach 
1. Journal 
2. Balance Sheet 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Chapter 
a. Pr1.:Jview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e • . Summary 
A. PRESENTATION AND 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
r. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
7 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
13 
10 
9 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
FEATURES 
2. Aims in pi•esentation of material 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. so·cial 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
3. General 
MAXIMUM SCORE If 
SCu{i.h ,. ALLOTTED 
8 
7 
7 
10 
10 
a. Material logically presented 12 
b. Material psychologically presented 9 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of' bookkeeping 12 
d. Contract method of presentation 7 
e. Unit method of presentation 7 
f. Text is self-instructive 9 
g. Complete instructions with each chapter 11 
h. Introduces new devices as a means to an 
end, not an end in themselves 12 
TOTAL SCORE 
I. Books of Original Entry 
I 1. General Journal 
2. Purchase Journal 
5. Sales Journal 
I 4. Cash Books 
/ 5. Registers 
B • . ILLUSTRATIONS 
~I. Books of Secondary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accounts) 
2. General Ledger (Closed Accounts) 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
FEATURE~ 
5. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. B,!llance Sheet 
2, Profit nnd Loss .3tatement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Eusiness forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. 1\ilodel Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
J.. Concept of debit o.nd credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5. Special J curr1alf:;, use and o peru tivn 
4. General Journals, use and Jperation 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
-
-----
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. V!orking papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparative otatements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items, reserves and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
14. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D, shipments and sales 
16. Budget making 
17. The v,Jucher system 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for sem~Jte. plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
'1 
8 
5 
5 
7 
9 
8 
23. Applicable t ,J perS')nal use 8 
24. Applicable to both vocatLmal & personal use 9 
25. Meets general objectives set up in local 
course of study 9 
26. Exercises based on fundamental needs, 
knowledges and skills 9 
27. Text may be l!orrelated vlith Juni.)r Business 7 
28. All terms clearly defined 10 
29. Objectives clearly stated 9 
SCORE 
ALLOTTI!,D 
FEATURES 
50. Supplementary sets provided 
51. Short practice sets 
52. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Vfholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
300 
1. r.~estions in text 13 
2. Study helps 13 
3. Explanations of proceduri.=: for working problems 15 
4. Practical suggestions for using textl>ook 11 
5. Workbooks 15 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
5. Free publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & proble;~r> 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
14 
12 
15 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
175 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
FEATURES 
I 
E. MECHANICAL FEATURES 
I. Quality and make-up 
1. Unglazed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
3. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Impressiveness of make-up c.. s a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other Features 
1. Adequate am.:iunt of dril.L work pruvided 
2. Practice sets und workbu,)ks optional with text 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
B. C:msidera tion of abiJ.i ty and experience of authors 5 
4. Text c,Jntains :mly 1-year course (Jf bo::ikkeeping 
5. Publishers well and favorably known in 
commercial field 
6. Vocabulary intelligible t o pupils 
7, Published or revised within the past 5 years 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graded a s to difficulty 
10. Exercises included in the text 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. Illustrations 
C. Content of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 
6 
5 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
100 
250 
175 
300 __ 
175 
100 
1,000 
G 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
-
CtIAPTER III 
r_ro '11HE EVALUATI0t7 OF E 
In chapter II it is shovm how the score care was devel-
oped. It is the purpose of this chapter to apply the score 
car-d to the nine bookkeeping textbooks which ha,.l'e be.en 
ohosEm fo:r.· evalUcation. 
It should be emphasized here tbut the stated :rurpose of 
this study is to a.evelop a score card; that its application 
to the textbooks is to show hmv the score card may function, 
while the rating, or total score, .allo;tted each text expresses 
the viewpoint of the rating committee there is no intention 
to convey the impression that these scores signify the value 
of each book in every situation. 
It is the belief of the committee that the score card. 
to be of real value, must be applied by those v;ho wish to 
select the text. The need for this is apparent in '.rie.:; of 
the fact that the textbook must fit the local situation. 
The rating of texts in this study was performed by a 
cornmittee of three experienced bookkeering teachers. There 
is very 1::t ttle chance that the c01-:1Ini ttee hem stovm preference 
for ,!l particular text because of t:Ce fa.ct tba t no Bingle 
text has been used previously by morEi than one member. 
Each book is referred to by alphabetical letters in-
stead of the title. For oomparati ve purposes the follov.ring 
tables sl:".iow the maximum score and the allotted soo:re fer 
each feature of the score card and for each book. .A total 
43 
maximum score ar~d allotted score are also sl1cv.11 f'or each 
division and for the score card as a v:hole .. 
PR1SLNTATI OE iUJD 
'.METEOD OF APPROACH 
Each type of s.pproach .is repres.entect · in the textbooks 
chosen for evaluation.. Each of the 0 Bala.nce Sheet'~ and 
«1£quation 11 approaches appears in three textbooks. .l::i maximum 
credit was given tor approach if, in the opinion of the 
judging conm1i ttee, there could be no direct improvement upon 
. its :presents. tion. 
1I'extbook H is the only one failing to present a npreviewn 
and "Summ.a:ryH of the chapter. Textbooks C an(l F do not in-
clude 0 Q,uestions for class discussion" with each cl1apter; H 
and I do not provide ,nr-opics :fo.r cl•iss discussion. n 
Textbooks D, :8 1 n, an.d I sponsor the "Direct vooational'! 
aim in presentation or material. The ttGeneral business11 aim 
is apparent in all of the nine texts. 
Only D nnd. E, use the ncontract method of presentation'' 
to any extent. All texts use the 0 Uni t method. of presenta-
ILLUS TBA TI 01:s 
Illustrations of the books of original entry a.re abun-
dant, with the exception of nRegister-s." Textboolcs E and H 
do not provide illustrations of nRegisters.n 
Illustrations of the "Purchase Ledger" and. 0 Sales 
Ledger 0 are sbO'wn only in books .A., D, and. I. Uethods used in 
ngaking correotions0 are sh01.m in books TI , ... , C, G, and I. 
The teacher of bookkeeping is interested in the manner 
in which the text introduces the subject and in the develop-
ment of that subject. .These features oone under the heading 
of "Presentation and Method of Approaoh. 0 
I. 
II. 
TABLE VIII 
PR}'i.:SENTATIOl~ AJ:?D 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
Rating of Nine Bookkeeping Texts 
Pos- Textbook SooI~es 
~~xtbook Features Sible A B C D E F G Ii 
APPROACH 
l. Journal 7 7 7 
2. Balance Sheet 10 10 4 7 
3. Transaotion a 6 
4. Equation 9 9 5 
PP.ESLNTAT!O!~ 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview e 8 8 8 :r,- 6 7 6 0 
b .• Discussion 11 11 11 9 8 10 9 10 10 
e. Explanation 12 12 12 10 9 10 12 10 10 
d. Illustration 13 13 15 li5 10 10 13 15 10 
e. Summary 10 5 10 10 C,'. v 5 10 a 0 
t. Exercises apply-
ing to principles 
learned 13 13 13 13 10 12 15 15 10 
g. iuestions for 
class discussion 10 10 10 0 4 a 0 10 6 
h. Topics :for class 
discussion 9 9 g 0 2 8 0 9 0 
I 
e 
5 
10 
10 
12 
5 
9 
5 
0 
2. 
3. 
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TA.HLE VII (Continued) 
Pos-
11extbook Features Sible 
ADi!S I1W .;., PR!f~f3.l:~:f T)l'rI C}J 
OF 1lTRIJU., 
a .. Direct vocational 8 
b. Indirect VO(F:ltiona.l 7 
c. Social 7 
d. General business 10 
e. To form correc't 
'bookkeeping habits 10 
Gli:JfE'RAL 
a. Material logically 
presented 12 
b. Material :psych.o1og-
ically presented 9 
0 • Approa,ch firmly 
establishes concept.s 
of fundamental ele-
:ments of bookkee:pin.g 
d. Gon,trac t method 
of presentation 
e. Unit method of 
presentation 
f •. Text is self-
instructive 
7 
7 
g. Cc:nplete instruc 
tions wi tti eaoh 
ehupte:r ll 
h. Introduces new de-
vices as a. means to 
an end, not an end 
12 
in them.sel ve.s 12 
Textbook Scores 
Jl B f"'l Li D :m F G H I 
----- -~ 
0 0 0 ? a 0 0 7 6 
7 ? 0 6 0 0 0 4 2 
7 7 7 6 0 7 ? 2 0 
8 10 6 9 7 10 10 5 5 
8 8 0 a 9 5 0 5 '5 
8 12 6 8 11 0 10 6 6, 
6 9 6 8 a 9 6 5 s 
12 l'" . ;;., 8 B 12 6 6 6 6 
a 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 
? rf 7 6 ,3- 7 ? 7. 7 
8 7 0 8 ? 8 4 6 8 
11 11 e 9 10 g 10 11 11 
10 12 12 B 10 10 10 8 6 
250 lB!3 134 164 154 136 
197 153 146 124 
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All tex'ts, with the exoeption of E, provide illustrations in 
s-cript •. uschedules 0 are provided. only in books r::,, E, and E. 
n1noome tax l"eturns" are shoYm. in books G-, F, and G. These 
illustrations: are somewhat brief in text c, however .. 
CON'TU<iT O 1? 'raT 
Of the nine texts rated, only book C does not include 
the ttl'lorking paper's. tt r.t'he ''·Fetty cash fundn is used only by 
book.s -·A, B', o, arid r. Textbooks E and E do not include tre 
study of ";Budget _making. 0 
·The·"vcuohe:r system" is presented in books C and I and 
I 
to a minor extent in textbook F. "Income tax procedure" is 
inoluded in books C, F, and G, an.d books B, D, F, G, and H 
include material on the "Social Security Act.u 
Item number 25, "Meets general objectives set up in local 
course of study," could not be rated as this i'tem varies with 
local. conditions. 
nsupple:mentary sets" are not provided by textbo_ok I. 
Books C and F include a "Farm. :Proje.ct • ." "Personal recordsn 
are included in textbooks A, C, and F; 0 Eousehold records'' 
are shovm. in books A, B, and C • 
TEAOEBR .:\NTI PUPIL AIDS 
Each of the nine. textbooks provides "'l.'}uestions in the 
text0 to aid the pupil. ftPraotical su.ggestione for using the 
te:xtbookn are included in textbooks C and H. 
Standardized tests are provided for the teacher· by all 
but the publishers of textbook I. "Free advisory.service" is 
maintained by the publishers of all of the nine textbooks. 
4? 
mrnr1 tht, teaclJer or pupil handles a bool:: he will prol)ably 
notice :first the illustrations, which :may or may not create 
in hi:n: a .favorable impression of the book. Cons:i.deration of 
these features is shown un·de,r the heading "Illustratior1e. n 
T!illLt IX 
I Ll,TJSTfU1T!OHS 
Ra. ting of 1,!ine Bookkeeping Texts 
Fos- Textbook Scores 
Textbook Features' Sible A B C D E F G E I 
I. BOOKS OF OEIGIMAL :fJNTRY 
1. Gene.ral Journal 8 8 ,S, 8 a V 6 a 8 8 
2 : .. Puroha.se·Journal a 8 8 8 7 6 8 5 6 s 
5. Sales Journa.l 8 8 s 8 7 5 8 8 8 8 
4. Cash Books 8 e a 8 7 6 8 5 8 8 
5. Registers .e 6 .p 6 5 0 3 e 0 0 
II. BOCKS Ol!' SlWOr:l DAF. Y E..~TRY 
1. General Ledger (Open aooounts) 8 a 8 e 8 5 6 B 8 8 
2. General Ledger 
{Closed accounts} 8 8 8 8 8 4 6 8 e B 
3. Purehase Ledger 6 3 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 s 
4. Sales Ledcer 6 e 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 e 
III. omER ILLUSTR!1.1!Im:s 
l. Bal;,ance Sheet e 8 8 8 7 5 B 8 8 6 
2. Profit an4 Loss-
S t.,::i:t.emen t · 8 8 8 8 7 5 8 8 s 4 
s. Surpl.us Statement 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
4. Tr·ial balances 8 4 8 8 6 4 8 8 8 8 
5. Working papers 1 7 'J 0 G 5 7 7 5 6 
6 .. Business forms 7 5 7 5 ? 6 7 7 3 7 
T.A.3I~ IX (Continued.} 
Pos- Textbook Scores 
Textbook Features Sible A B 0 'D E F G H I 
7. J?osting 6 8 8 8 7 7 6 5 5 8 
a. Ma.king correc~ions 7 7 5 0 0 0 4 6 0 5 
9. Equations 6 0 & 0 2 2 4 3 3 0 
10. Model sets 5 0 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 
11. Photographs a 0 2 0 2 0 5 -6 ~ 0 ..., 
12. Script 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 
13. Illust,rations in oolor 5 0 5 0 5 3 2 5 0 5 
14. Cumulative account 
forms 5 5 4 5 l 1 2 4 3 5 
15. Distribution acoount 
f'o.rms 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 5 3 4 
16. Schedules 4 0 0 0 2 l 0 0 3 0 
17. Income tax returns 4 0 0 2 0 0 4 5 0 0 
18. T-account forms 7 7 'l 7 5 2 ft 4 5 5 
--.,... .....--, ...... - - .__,. __., ...,_ ._,_ 
175 128 119 60 134 135 
141 126 124 109 
A teacher's manual is provided for all textbooks, wlth the 
e;Kceptior1. of A. 0.Keys to all e:xsrcisesH are pro,rided for 
all the, textbocks. 
4Q 
.:J 
Only tex.tbook A does not print single nLines ,~cross 
entire page.'* Textbooks i~, C, and I ·were rated O o:n the fe3-
ture npractice sets and workbooks option.al with text/* 
because 'the.se texts make such materials a necessity if the 
text is to be used .. 
The ».:-\bili ty and experience of a:uthors 0 is c;on.sidered 
sufficient in all texts except R. All books have been "Pub-
lished or revised wi tllin the p.9,st 5 years." 
TOTAL St)ORIS ALLOTTED 70 T}2.1'BOGKS 
Textbook A was rated second -.'Ji th a total score of 722. 
Tbe text lV1S particularly .strong in °Content." Textbook B 
was rated first with a tot9.l score of 801, and a comparat.ively 
high score in each division. Textbook I was rated the low-
est score of the nine books .. This text isparticula:r.ly 
weak in "Contentn and "Teachc.r and Pupil Aids.'' 
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· text.. lfe:rein lies the scope of the text. Gonsideration is 
gtven these f'eature,s under the heading "Conte::nt of T.ext. n 
Rating of l\ine Bookkeeping Texts 
1l?extbook Features 
l. Concept of' ·debit 
and credit 
2 .. Genera,1 ledger, 
use and operation 
3. Special journals, 
use and operation 
4. General journals, 
use and operation 
Pos-
sible 
ll 
10 
10 
10 
5. · Closing the ledger 10 
& .. ¥:t>rking papers 9 
7. l?inancial statemsnts 10 
s. Business fv:rms 
and papers 8 
9. Business organi za ti.on 
and revievr 7 
10. Comparative ~tat,ements, 
analyzing, interpreting 7 
11. Deferred and ace.rued 
items, re,serves and 
depreoiatic;>n 9 
12. Partnerships 7 
13. Trading accounts 8 
14. Petty cash fund 9 
1.i.'extbook Sool'es 
A B C D E F G H I 
10 8 e 5 5 5 5 8 8 
10 10 10 8 8 5 8 8 10 
10 10 10 8 8 a 8 6 10 
10 10 10 9 9 8 6 8 10 
10 10 10 8 8 10 10 10 8 
9 9 0 ,. 6 6 g 6 9 0 
10 9 8 ? 8 7 8 8 9 
8 'l 6 8 '} 6 8 3 6 
5 4 0 e 6 4 0 0 0 
4 2 5 9 
-· 
.4 3 6 5 3 
6 6 7 4 6 8 1 9 7 
7 ? 7 5 5 7 7 ? 7 
8 8 e 3 3 5 5 5 5 
9 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 
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'I'ABLE X (Continued) 
Pos- Textbook Scores 
Textbook Features Sible A B C i) E . F' G H I 
. 15. c. o. D. shipment 
and sales 7 7 7 7 5 5 2 5 0 3 
15 • . Budget, making 8 8 a 8 6 0 8 5 0 3 
17. Tl1e voucher system 5 0 0 4 0 0 l 0 0 6 
18. Income tax procedure 6 0 0 4 0 0 4 5 0 0 
19. Social Security .Act 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 5 6 0 
20. Sui.table for semester 
plan 7 7 7 'l 0 3 5 5 7 6 
21. Differen.t levels of 
ability taken into 
consideration 9 7 6 1 4 5 e 6 5 
22 • . Applicable to vooa-
tional use a 5 6 2 6 7 2 2 6 5 
2:3. Applicable to per-
sonal use 8 7 e a 6 2 8 7 2 4 
24. Arplica.ble to both 
vocational aml per-
sonal use 9 7 e 0 ? 5 2 4 'l 6 
25. Meets general objec-
t~ysr,s set up in local 
CO'\lrse of study 9 
25. Exercises based on 
fundamental needs, 
knowledges and skills 9 9 9 6 5 8 5 e Y/ 7 
2?. Text may be correlated 
vdth Junior Business ? 5 ~ 6 5 3 6 6 3 3 .... l 
28. All terms c.learly 
defined 10 8 9 0 4 7 7 8 8 8 
29. Objectives clearly 
stated g 9 9 7 5 6 4 4 5 5 
30 .. Supplementary sets 5 6 6 6 s 4 2 6 4 0 
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TJ\BLE X ( Oon tinued.) 
Pos- Textbook Scores. 
Textbook Features Sible A B C D E F G E I 
31. Short practioe sets 8 6 8 8 7 8 ·8 3 4 5 
39. . .. sets included in text: 
a. Farm :project 5 0 0 ·5 0 0 5 0 0 0 .. 
b .. Dentist or doctor e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o. Personal records 7 7 0 7 0 0 .? 0 0 0 
d. Household records 'I 'I 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Eh Retail business 8 e 8 8 a 0 0 8 0 0 
r. ¥2holesale business 6 0 0 6 0 6 0 6· 0 0 
g. Radio dealer e 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
-
__ _...._ ..................... __ ...... _ 
300 231 220 151 180 161 
224 165 172 146 
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Those extra aids to the teacher and pupil are oftEm 
the factors whioh decide in favor of one particular textbook. 
Such faotors may also add t.o the success ot the teaehe.r 1n 
presenting the subject and of the pupil in grasping that 
which is presented. These features axe presented t..m.der the 
.heading '*Teaoher and Pupil Aids. n 
TABLE XI 
TEACEER .. AN'D PUPIL AIDS 
Rating of Mine Bookkeeping Texts 
Pos- Textbook Soores 
Text.book Features Sible A :B C D E F G 11 I 
I. PUPIL 
l. Q.uestions in text 
2. Study helps 
3. Explanations for ).lrooedure of working 
13 
15 
problems 15 
4. Praetieal suggestions 
for using textbook 11 
5. Workbooks 15 
II ,. TEAJ.,'HER 
l. Standardized tests 14 
2. Free advisory service 12 
3., Free publication 
and servioe 13 
4. !r1anual 17 · 
o. Key to all exercises 18 
6. Practice sets 15 
7. Supplementary sets 9 
8. Courses of study lO 
-175 
13 13 10 8 10 10 13 9 6 
0 0 0 2 2 0 0 10 0 
10 12 10 10 1110 10 10 10 
0 0 5 0 0 0 0 11 0 
15 15 12 15 0 10 12 10 0 
14 14 12 10 12 12 10 10 0 
12 12 12 12 12 12 10 1212 
0 13 0 0 0 0 0 15 3 
0 17 15 ? 17 17 12 17 8 
18 18 15 8 18 18 15 18 a 
15 12 0 12 10 12 l.O 7· 0 
9 9 9 0 5 2 s 0 9 
0 10 0 8 B O O 10 0 
_....,._......._.....,....~....._..~ ........ --
l05 100 105 101 46 
145 92 103 137 
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The textbook ls often reterrc.d to as a tttool. n ·· . .:"ls such 
th~re would be some consideration o.f the quality of the tool; 
its make-up, its publishers, authors, and its price. Provi-
sion for evaluation of these features is made under the heading 
o!' ttM:echaniaal Features. n 
TABLE XII 
Rating of Wine Bookkeeping !'ex.ts 
Pos- Textbook Scores 
1'.f..te.xtbook ]'eatures sible A B C D 't, 
""' 
}t G II I 
I .. Q.UALITY .AND MAKl!-UJ.> 
1. Unglazed. paper 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 
2. Lines across 
entire page 5 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
5. Clear, black type 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 
4. Title of text 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 3 4 
5. Impressiveness of 
make-up as a whole 5 3 4 3 3 5 4 5 3 4 
8. Size of text 5 3 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 
7. Resale value 4 4 4 4 2 :3 4 4 4 4 
6. l:e.onom.ico.1 in price 5 4 4 9 .., 4 4 2 4 4 4 
II. OTR]:R FEATURES 
l. Adequate amount of 
drill.work provided a G 6 4 5 6 4 4, 4 
.2. I'raotice sets and 
workbooks optiona.l 
with textbook 6 0 6 0 5 6 5 6 6 0 
3. Consideration of 
ability and experience 
ot authors 6 e e 6 6 6 6 6 e 3 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
Pos-· Textbook Scores 
Textbook Jteatures Sible· A B a r, E - F (} E I 
4·. Text contains only 
one-year course 6 e e 6 6 6 6 6 5 
5. ·Publishers well and 
favorably known in 
commerc-ial field 5 3 5 2 5 5 2 3 5 5 
6. Vooa'.bulary intelli-
·g1ble to pupils 7 a 1 7 7 r;· 5 5 5 5 
7. Published or r¢vieed 
,;fithin past 5 years 6 6 6 6 6 e 6 e 6 6 
a .. Index & 6 5 6 4 .3 6 e 4 & 
9. · Exercises graded 
as to difficulty 6 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 ... 
10. Exercises included 
in the text 6 6 s a 5 5 6 6 6 4 
- -
--- ....... - _._ ~ - ......- ._...., 
100 '14 94 84 80 8S 84 ae a.a 
The headings or main divisions ae outlined in tables 
VIII to XII inclusive are as follows: 
' I. l?RESENT,\TIOW ,.\~ND liL'I'.HOD CF APPROACH 
II. ILLUSTRATIONS 
III. CONTENT OF TEXT 
V. MECH .. ~11CAL FEATURES 
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.A to·tal score for each of the .m.!1:Ln headings :represents 
tlte value of each book, in the opinion of tb.e judges, for 
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the. t particular d.i vision. The sum total of all features rep-
resents the compar.ati VE; value of the text as r.:1. v1hcle in the 
op.inion of t:he com1n.ittee of judges. irable XJT! shot'm the 
rating of each textbook for each s5.ngle d:tvision and :for the 
total of all divisions. 
TABLE XIII 
T-OTllL J?OiiI1IrS .1\LLOTTE~l) ':I:10 IJs\.I_fJ 
DIVIf!:1101'! TO RAC:UI 13001':ICt:GPIFG TEX:r 
Main Divisions :fotal 
Textbooks I II III IV V Points 
l!AJrTI'fOTuI SGORlt 250 175 300 175 100 1000 
Textbook A. 183 128 231 105 74 722 
Textbook B 197 141 2}~4 14fi 94 801 
Textbook 0 134 119 2.20 100 84 657 
Textbook t:, 153 128 165 92 80 616 
Textbook 1:~ s;.,. 154 ao 151 105 8G 586 
Textbook F 146 124 172 103 84 529 
Textbook (} 154 134 180 101 86 555 
1I1extbook E 124 109 146 137 82 5g9 
Textbook I 136 133 161 46 77 555 
OllAPTE'R IV 
SUUMARY AMD CONCLUSIO~:S 
Twelve textbooks were obtained a.s a preparatory step 
in preparing a rating scale for the evaluation of first-year 
high school bookkeep'ing texts. Three of these texts were 
not used in the study in vi~w of the fa.ct that they were not 
of recent publication. The study, as :previously indic'lted, 
1s concerned with OP..ly those texts whioh have been published 
or revised within the past five years • .Apparently only nine 
textbooks aI'e available for the study at the p.resent time. 
After an extensive study of the available literature 
on the subjeot or bookkeeping a oheck-list of one hundred-
fifty items was designed. This check-list contained thos:e 
features which might be considered as ori toria for selecting 
a bookkeepi.n.g textbook. 
Through the aid of the various publishing compa.n,ies, 
who had ]?reviously farnish.ed the bookkeeping texts, n jury 
of 24 :members wa.s select,ed. The check-list was then sent to 
this jury. It was their duty to· subjectively evaluate each 
o:r the 150 iterri.S as to its relative importance for the selec-
tion of a bookkeeping text. Each item was given a nunierical 
seore ranging ~rom zero to nine inclusive in the following 
manner: Essential features received a score of 7, Si or 9; 
desirable features received a score of 4, 5. or 6; :features 
having little value received a. score of 1, 2, or 3j and un-
. desirable features were given a zero ratlng. 
The jury w;1s asked. to determine tb.e relat1 ve value of 
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each of the five main di visio:r:s under VJbich the 150 i terr:s 
were cla,ssifiea. 1:C'he values:; of the f'i ve .main c1i visicns v.-crE: 
to be waighted on tt,e basis of 100 roints. All i te:Tis 1,,;ere 
claf;;Sified under the follov:ing headings: 
I. Pre sen tel tion and 1/ethod of Approach 
II. Illustrations 
III. Content of Text 
IV. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
V. VIecbanical features 
lfwenty of the tv.renty-four check-lists sent out were 
returned. The jury v.re.s therefore comroscd of twen'ty members 
in. the final analysis. 
Tabulat:ton and computation. ot the results obtained from 
the check-lists resulted in eli1TI1.nation of 28 i terns which, 
according to the jury, were of li.ttle v:iluc. The score cr:ard 
'tlas therefore devised b;;,r ass:tr:,ning, v:ilues to ea.ch of the 122 
fe~rtureri in accordance with the averare wei['ht of each item 
in relation to the value of the main di vision under v;hich 
the item. was classified. This procedure was accomplished in 
accordance with the fQllcwing procedure snd formula.: 
{ !J = t:ean, V! = VJ'eight, f = feature } 
( 11 • Points, D = r2ain Di vision, } 
To illustrate the apJ;)lication of the score card a com.-
mi ttee of .judges rated the nine bookkeeping texts in accord-
ance ·with the criteria set up by the jury. 
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In evaluating the nine bookkeepir:g texts the nsoore 
aar·d0 proved to he effeoti ve from the following standpoints: 
1. It provided a :rseans of analyzing each book from its 
constituent parts. 
2. It callee- attention to a large number of features 
upon which judgment might be passed. 
3. It provided an objective basis for evt:i.luating each 
textbook. 
4. It provided v:eighted values for en.oh item. 
5. It presented detailed j_nformation as to the relative 
values of each book, as rated by the com1.i1;i ttee. 
6. It eliminated, to a large extent, preconceived i.deas 
as to the ccmparative values of the nine textbooks. 
trnere is little doubt that as objective a 111ethod as 
possible is nr,,eded in selecting textbooks, as evidenced by 
the large rm.rn.ber of studies v;1hich have been made on t,his sub-
ject in the field of general eduoatlon. Such studies are, 
it seems, less plentiful in the field of corJJ?1ercial education. 
The weights given the vc1rious i terns in the check-list 
are strengthened due to the fact that the main d.ivi.sions 
wore rotated before they were sent to tt.e jury .. 
The check-list vJ11s evidently complete, as evidenced by 
the fact that no ad.di tions \Vere mride by any member of the 
jury. 
Each member of the jury was fa..'Tiiliar vd th the materials 
of at lea.st one of the ni11c textn used for- evaluation. '.It.:e 
' 
jury .members also represented. schools of v:1rious sizes. 
Therefore it seems reasonable to assu,.rne that the combi:ned 
weights accorded each feature and each main division in the 
check-list raay be justifiably usecl in the score card. 
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The values allotted by the judges to each item on the 
score card would undoubtedly have been dif.ferent if rated by 
another committee. Such values are subjective in nature and 
tend to vary in many respects. It is therefore recommended 
that the score ca.rd to be most effecttve 1 should be applied 
to the bookkeeping textbooks by those t€achers and adminis-
trators who use these materials. 
APPENDIX 
March ?_, 1939 
Dear • 
--------· 
As a thesis study in Commercial :Education I 
am. making a score card for the evaluation cif first.-
year high school bookkeeping texts. I should like 
to e:p.list the cooperation of :publ1shers in order 
to make the study as comprehensive as possible. 
May I have sample copies of the bookkeeping 
text. workbook, and t.eaoher's manual which you 
publish,. together with descriptive literature and 
advertising materials used in oonnection with these 
publ oatio:ns. These mate . rials will be returned to · 
you upon completion of the study if you so desire,. 
I sball be pleased to send you a report on 
the findings of this stud~r. · 
Very truly yours, 
E. E:ovvard Haworth 
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March 27, 1939 
Dear · 
--------· 
Your courtesy and cooperation in granting m_y 
request for high school bookkeeping materials is · 
greatly appreciated. ay I again call upon you for 
another favor? 
On the enclosed form will you please list the · 
names and addresses of five high school bookkeeping 
teachers whom you consider successful, and who are 
using your text and materials as a basis tor their 
ins true tion. 
The purpose of my thesis study is to make an 
evaluation of the different high school texts now 
in use in the United States. In order to do this 
I should like to.have the opinion ot other teachers 
concerning the formation of criteria tor judging 
a book's use:tulness. These teachers will be asked 
to serve as a Jury in selecting the criteria. 
A stamped, self-addres~ed etvelope is enclosed 
tor your convenience in. answering this request. 
·Very truly yours, 
E . Howard Ha orth 
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TEXT: 
________________________ , ________ _ 
1:I1eacbers novr using your first-year high school 
bookkeeping materials: 
l. I:,Yame: 
Position: 
1lddress: 
2. !'fame: 
Position: 
Address: 
3. Ha.me: 
Position: 
Address:· 
4. Name.: 
Position: 
Address: 
Position: 
------------s--·-----------
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·! \ 
April 26, 1939 
Dear · 
--------· 
Your name b.as been suggested to me by the 
----- Publishing Company as o. supericr tea_o_h_e_r __ -of-
bookke(;ping and accounting., 
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I am requesting· the aid of a number of high school 
bookkeeping teachers;~ who are succe.ssful in their field, 
to serve as a jury in selecting criteria which may be 
used to evaluate hig~ sohool bookke~ping textbooks .. If 
you should be willintg to participate in this study 
please express your intentions on the enclosed :post card. 
If you will not be_. able to do so, please make this in--
d1oation on the c~rd. 
The information I arn attempting to collect should 
be of suoh value that'! do not hesitate t.o seek your 
cooperation, for ·I be.:lieve that you ·wtll receive a 
great deal of be~e1"1v'from the study. The request I 
am making does not rtbquire mucl".. of your time, nor ·will 
it require any preparation or vn:i ting. Your opinion 
may be expressed mot,ely by oheoki.ng the form v1hich ! 
shall provide.. _i . • 
The study will: be completed this summer and I 
shall be pleased t-c,/ sen.d you a report ot tho. findings 
at that time. · 
Your cooperation in making thio stud7 possible 
will be greatly appreoiuted I assure you .• 
Sincerely yours, 
E. Howard Haworth 
Dear 
-------
. 
. 
May 12, 1939 
Enclosed is the check-list for the Evaluation 
of First-Year Eigh School Bookkeeping Textbooks. 
As you have already iudicated your 'Willingness 
to serve as a member of the jury in selecting these 
cri terta, will you. please check eacb. i ten:. to the 
best of your ability and return the oheck-list to 
me at your earliest convenience in the enclosed 
stamped, self-adc1ressed envelope. 
You may want tc know wh:1t other 
jury l::.ave clone vii th this check-list. 
fore send you a full :re-port on thelr 
a few weeks. 
members of the 
I v .. ill there-
decisions within 
Please accept my sincere appreciation f'or your 
cooperation, v;hich malrns this study possible. 
Sincerely yours, 
E. I:Yoward Haworth 
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JURY 
1. Robert Colvin, t:a.rtinsville Eigh School, Martinsville,· 
Indiana. 
2" Pattie Lam.b, Benior Hi"gh School, :tteridian, l!lssissippi. 
3. Barry F. Stickle. Davis City High_ School, Davis City, Iowa .. 
4. l:rewell s. Ames, Senior High Schvol, M)arion, Ohio. 
5. J'. L .. Gries, 1Iarding Eigh School, l1ew Britain, Conn. 
3. li .. -E. Dunkelberger, Portland Eigh School, Portland, Oregon. 
? .• Mary Louise Allen, Ionia l!igh School, Ionia, !Jichigan. 
a .• Katherine L .. Brown., Anderson Senlor High Sehool, Anderson, 
Indiana. · 
9 • .Earl V. 'rhesken, North College High School,· Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 
10. David Sell,.Lincoln !Iigh School, Lincoln, Hebraska. 
11:. Bernice Bow, Ardmore High School, .Ardmore, Okl~homa 
12. Angelyn Wagg, Urbana High Sohool, Urbana, Otiio. 
13. Geraldine T'. Schmitt, York COQ.lllur~ity Eigh School, 
Elmhurst, Illinois. 
14. F:red o. Bogart, Muncie Central I:-igh Schoel, Muneie, Ind. 
15. ti. D. Williams, George Yl1:tahington High School, Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 
16. Agnes Lebeda, Deer Greek High School, Deer Creek, Okla. 
17'. Geraldine 'Wyman, North .:Platte Eigh School, North Platte, 
Nebraska. 
18. Louis D. Huddleston, John Adams 1:!1gh Sohooi. Cleveland 
Ohio. 
19. J. D. Ward, Lindsay HigJl School, Lindsay, Oklahoma 
20 .. Edna lileighbors, .. Eastview High School, Brinkman, Oklahoma. 
RATDJG co1r,1I'I:TL:E 
Professor . Benjamin F. Harrison:, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
!'Jr. Oscar Gellein, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
E. Howard llawo.rth, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
INS'1RUCTIONS FOR USE OF THE CHECK-LIST _ _.,..._......_ 
Following is a list of items and characteristics round in First-
Year High School Bookkeeping Texts. You are requested to note 
in the designated column whether you consider each or these items 
as ESSENTIAL, DESIRABLE, OF LITTLE VALUE or UNDESIRABLE in first .. 
year bookkeeping texts. The degree of desirability may be noted 
by a numerical value; 1, 2, or 3 in the column headed "Ot Little 
Value"; a O in the "Undesirable" column. No item should be 
checked in more than one column. In determining in which c~lumn 
an item should be included it might be well to ask, "Is (:for 
instance) a table of contents essential, desirable, of little 
value, or undesirable in a first-year ·bookkeeping textbook"1 
• . . : . . . 
. . : Ot • . . . 
: Essen-: Desir- Little : Undesir-CRITERIA 
Degree of Desirability ••••••••• 
PRllSENTATION AND 
METHOD OF-APPROACH 
I. APPROACH 
1. Journai 
2. Ba.lance Sheet 
3. Transactien 
4. Equation 
5. Ac.count 
6. 
'1 • 
II. PRESENTATION 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Swnmary 
:f. Exercised applying the 
principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. To12ics for class discussion 
1. 
• 
. 2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for 
bookkeeping 
t. 
3. General 
~ tial . able : Value : . 
. . 
. . 
t : . : . . : . . .. . . . . . . 
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: J.t i: • i.: ~ o: ~ o: ~ : a. Material ~cally P,!'-:e"'!"s_e_nt_e_d _ __, .. ..,.r--........ -.1 ... b. Material psychologically 
presented 
o. Approach :firmly establishes 
concepts of fundamental 
elements of bookkeeping 
d. Unit method of presentation 
e. Contract method of presentation 
f. Text is self-instructive 
g. Complete instructions with each 
cha12ter 
h. Introduces new devices as a 
means to an end, not an end in 
itself 
i. 
• 
. . 
. . 
. 
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C R I TERI A 
Degree of Desirability 
ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. BOOKS OF ORIGIN.AL ENTRY 
l. General Journal 
2. Purchase Journal 
3. Sales Journal 
4. eash Books 
5._ Registers 
6. 
7. 
II• BOOKS OF SECONDARY ENTRY 
6. 
III. OTHER ILLUSTRAfIONS 
1. Balance sheet 
2. Profit and Loss Statement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
6. Business fonns 
7. Posti~ 
8. Makin corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative Account fonns 
15. Distribution Account forms 
16. Gra hs 
17. Halftones 
20. T-account 
21. 
22. 
CONTENT OF TEXT 
1. Concept of debit and credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
3. Special journals, use and operation 
4. General journals, use and operation 
5. Closing the ledger 
·6. Working papers 
7. Financial Statements 
10. mparative statements, analyzing 
and interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items, 
: . . 
. Essen- . Desir-. . 
. tial . able . . 
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• ! •• 
.. . 
. . 
. . 
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• . If t 
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. 
-: . 
: Of Undesir-
: Little able 
. Value . . . 
: 
. . . . 
. 
3: 
. . 
4. 2: l: 0 . . 
: . . 
. . . . 
:ob ·o . . . 0 
:t b ·o . 0 . . 
:2: 0 :o : 0 
::t b :o : 0 ;1 p ;o ; :t 
. 
. 
reserves and depreciation _____ _,..~-~----=---...:v-...;,u~--:..v-:;..._--w>---
l2. Partnershi s 
13. Trading accounts 
14. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments & sales 
16. Single entry 
17. Corporation organization, charter, 
kinds of stock, bonds. 
: 
CRITERIA 
Degree of Desirability ........ 
Essen-
.: tiel 
. . 
. . 
9: 8: 
. 
. 
Desir-
. eble . 
. 
. 
: : : 
7: 6: 5: 
. 
' Of Undesir-
Little . able . 
Value 
. : : : . 
4: 3: 2: l: 0 
: 
. 
. . 
CONTENT OF TEXT {oont_i._n_u..,,e_d..._) ____ _._ ___________________ _ 
22. Bank organization and 
bookkeep'ing 
23. Consignments 
24. Departmental ~ganize.tion eind 
procedure 
25. Cost accwunting 
26. Income Tax procedure 
27. Societl Security Act 
28. Suit~ble ror semes1er plan 
29. Different levels of ability 
t'rucen into consideration 
30. Applic~ble to vocational usa 
31.~ Applic~ble to personal use 
32. Applicaile to both vocaiional 
and personal use 
33. Meets general objectives set up 
in local course of study 
34. Exercises b~sed on fundamental 
needs, knowledges and skills 
35. Text may be c•rrelated with 
Junior Business Training 
36. All terms are clearly defined 
37. Objectives clearlz s~ated 
38. Arithmetic drills provided . 
39. Appendix of added information 
ruid materirus 
40. Supplementary sets provided · 
41. Short practice sets 
42. Long practice sets 
43. Sets included in text: 
o. School project 
b. Farm project 
c. Dentist or Doctor 
d. City club 
e. Church 
f. Personal records 
g. Household records 
h. Retail business 
i. Wholesale business 
j. Radio dealer 
k. 
1. 
44, 
· 45. 
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CRITERIA 
Essen-
tial 
Desir-
abie 
' 
. 
or : 
Little: Undesir-
Value able 
: : . : . : :: 
Degree of Desirability.......... 9: 8: 7: 6: 5: 4: 3: 2: 1: 0 
-----
. . 
. . TEACF,zq AND PUPIL AIDS 
--------- ·--------...---- -- - -I. PUP!t 
1. Quest i ons in text 
___ 2_._Study ~aj...E._s·--------------------------------
II. 
I .. 
II. 
3. Explanations for procedure of 
working P!2J>~l_c_m_s ____________ ....._ ______ --,;i--.-------...... ------.---~~ 
4. Footnotes 
5. References 
6i Practical suggestions for 
usin& the textbook 
7. Workbooks 
8. 
9. 
TEACHER 
1' Standardized tests 
2. Free publication_ and service 
3. Advisoz:y service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets and 
problems 
6. Practico sets 
7. Su lementar ractice sets 
8. Auditing plans 
9. Progress charts 
10. Courses of study 
11. References 
12. 
13. 
?JECHANICAL FEATURES 
qUALITY AND MAKE-UP 
1. Glossy paper 
2. Unglazed paper 
3. Short lines on a e 
4. Lines across entire 
5. Clear, black type 
6. Washable cloth cover 
7. Paper cover 
8. Title of text 
9. Impressiveness of make-up as whole 
10. Size of text 
11. Resale value 
12. Economical in price 
13. 
14. 
OTHER FEATURES 
1. Adequate amount of drill work 
provided 
2. Prf'ictice sets and workbooks 
·optional with text 
3. Consideration of ability and ex-
erience of authors 
4. Text contains only 1-yr. course 
5. Text contains both first-year and 
second-year bookkeepins 
6. Publishers well and favorably 
known in commercial field 
7. Vocabulary intelliSible toj>~pils 
8. Published or revised within the 
past 5 zears 
9. Index 
10. Exorcises raded as to difficult 
11. Exercises included in the text 
12. Exercises included which are 
se arate from text 
13. Exercises included in appendix 
14. 
. 
. 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: : . . 
? 
. 
. . 
. 
.. 
. 
. 
: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• 0 
\ 
,. 
SCORE CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCH01JL BOOKKEEPING TEXTBOOKS 
Directions for using the score card: Each bookkee:ping text should be rated 
on a ~eparate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
rated on the ba&is of a maximum score listed in the colwn.ri headed "MaY.imum 
Score". Each feature should be given the maximum score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item need6 no improvement. If the feature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner ab to be detrimen-
tal to the learning activities of the pupil, the item should be rated zero. 
Any other score between the two extremes of zero and maximum rna.y be allotted 
to each feature in accordance with the judgment and experience of the ruter. 
A total "Score allowed" should be computed for each of the main divisions 
and for the textbook as a v;hole. 
Name of Textbook Rated: 
FEATURES 
I. Approach 
1. J"ournal 
2. Balance Sheet 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Summary 
A. PREGENTATION AND 
METHOD Ot APPROACH 
A 
f. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MA.XIMUM SCORE 
SCOH~- ALLOTTED 
7 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
13 
10 
9 
10 
_I_ 
.n._ 
.lL 
_11__ 
_I_ 
11 
1 
• 
FEATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of materbl 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bO()kkeeping 
5. G6neral 
a. Material logically presented 
b. Material psychologically presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of boc>lckeeping 
d. Contract method of presentation 
e. Unit method of presentaticn 
f. Text i~ self-inutructive 
g. Complete instructions with each chapter 
h. Introduce::; new devices as a 111eans to an 
,md, not an end in themselves 
TOTAL SCORE 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. Books of Original Entry 
1. Genern.1 Journal 
/ · 2 • Purchase Journal 
5. Sal~s J ournal 
4. Cush Boc:ks 
5. Regist ers 
II. Bouks 0f Secondary Entry 
l. General Ledger ( ()pen Ac c ,Jun t s ) 
2. General Ledger (Closed Accou.~ts) 
" N!AXIMUM SCORE 
sc0;;1 ,. ~LOTTED 
a 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
7 
7 
9 
11 
12 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
FEATUREo 
3. Purcha~e Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. Balance Sheet 
2. Profit ru1d Loss Statement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account f orms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
l. Concept of debit and credit 
2, General Ledger, use &nd operation 
5. Special J ournalz, use and operutivn 
4. General Journals, use and Jperation 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
,, 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_._ 
_.._ 
-4-
_.._ 
-'-
_L 
_L 
-'-
_A_ 
......L 
_.L 
-L 
_._ 
_._ 
__._ 
-'-
_t_ 
_f_ 
-
- -
FEATU~ 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. V'!orking papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and pnpers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparative ~tatements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items, reserves and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
14.. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and so1las 
16. Budget maki,.1g 
17. The v,Jucher system 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for seme .. ~te:r plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
23. Applicabl,., t.J pers-Jnal use 
24, .Applicable t o both vocati.mal & pers::mal use 
25. Meets general objectives set up in l.ocal 
course of s tudy 
. 26. Exercises ba.:ied on fundamental needs, 
knowledges and skills 
27. 'i'ext may be correlated v.rith Juni,)r Business 
28. All terms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly ota ted 
MAXIM.UM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
'' SCORE ALLOTTED 
'· 
,. 
FEATURES MAXIMUM 0CORE 
SCORE ALLOTTED 
50. Supplementary sets provided 6 • 
31. Short practice setu 8 • 
52. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 5 0 
b. Dentist or Doctor 6 ..J)_ 
c. Personal records 7 
' d. Household records 7 _L 
e. Retail business 8 ....L 
f. Wholesale business 6 
....L 
g. Radio dealer 6 
.JL 
TOTAL SCORE 300 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. Questions in text 15 11 
2. Study helps 13 0 
--
5. Explanations of procedure for working probleme 15 10 
4. Practical suggestions for using textbook 11 0 
5. Workbooks 15 11 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 14 u 
2. Free advisory service 12 11 
5. Free publication and service 15 0 
4. Manual 17 _!_ 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & problei.1.H 18 J.a 
6. Practice sets 15 11 
7. Supplementary practice sets 9 _!_ 
8. Courses of study 10 --2_ 
TOTAL SCORE 175 101 
---
FEATURES 
I. G,u8.l i. ty !'.l.nd make-up 
1. Unela7.ed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
3. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Ir.ipre:::siveness of make-up t:.i.f; a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8 • Ecrmomical in price 
II. Other Features 
1. Adequate am:ount of drill W()rk pr,Jvidetl 
2. Practice sets and v10rkb,x:iks optiGnal with t8xt 
MAXIM0M 
SCORE 
5 
5 
'7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
B. C·Jnsicleration •)f abi.lity and experience of authors 5 
4. Text c ·)ntains :mly 1-year course of bo::ikkeepintr 
5. Publi::,hers well and favurably known in 
commercial field 
6. Vocabulary intelligible t o pupils 
7. PublisheC::. or r evised ,d thin the past 5 yea.rs 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graded a:::. to difficulty 
10 . Exercise::> included in the text 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. I11ustrations 
C. Content of Text 
'') LJ. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 
6 
5 
7 
6 
,.. 
0 
6 
6 
100 
250 
175_ 
300 __ 
l '7 .... 
.. , " 
100 
1,000 
,, 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
-1-
-0--
--f--
-4-
-4-
+-
-+-
_._ 
_.___ 
_Q_ 
_.__ 
__._ 
_._ 
~ -
-L 
_...._ 
-CL-
-L. 
' 
lit. 
Ill.. 
1M. 
_ff._ 
I& 
' SCORE CARD FOR R.ATHlG 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCH01JL BOOKKEEPING TEXTDOOK$ 
I 
Directions for using the score card: Each boo}:ke&ping text should be rated 
on a separate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
rated on the bacis of a ml!.ximum score li::;ted in the column hr~adec..i "Nlaximwn 
Score". Ea ch feature should be given the maxi:uum score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that p~rt:i.cular item needo no improvement. If the fE:ature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner a ., to be detrimen-
tal to the learning activities of the pupil, the it8m should he rated zero. 
Any other score between the two extreme ~~ of zero and mc.xi1:1urn may be allotted 
to each f(>ature in accordance vdth the judgment and experience of the ruter. 
A totEl "Score allowed" should be computed for each of th8 m: ... in divisions 
and for the taxtbook as a Y!hole. 
Name of Te:,;xtbook Rated: __ .ftd • .-....M*--, ... ... 1--------·-----
I. Approach 
1. J·ournal 
2. Balance Sheet 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Ch,~pter 
e .• Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e • Sunur.ary 
A, PREJENTATION AN~ 
METHOD 01'.:_ APPilOACl! 
f. Exercises applying to principks learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
SUOHE ALLOTTED 
7 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
13 
10 
9 
__ .L 
, 
_._ 
-11.... 
-U-
.U-
.J.O__ 
..1L. 
.lJL 
-~-
I. 
FEATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
5. General 
a. Material logically presented 
b. Material psychologically presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of bo0kkeeping 
d. Contract method of. presentation 
e. Unit method of prestntation 
f. Text is self-instructive 
,. 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
sc0;ii ;. ALLOTTED 
8 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
7 
7 
9 
_J!_ 
' 
_L 
1L 
-
la 
0 
' 
' g. Complete instructions with each chapter 11 
h. Introduces new devices as a means to an 
end, not an end in themselves 12 
TOTAL SCORE 250 
' 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
Books of Original Entry 
l. General Journal 8 
-'-
2. Purchase Journal 8 
-'-
5. Sales Journal 8 
-'-
4. Cash Books 8 
-'-
5. Registers 6 
--'-
II. Bouks of Secondary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accounts) 8 I 
2. General Ledger (Closed Accounts) 8 _._ 
FEATURE::, 
5. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. Balance Sheet 
2. Profit and Loss 3-t;a tement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Pusiness forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. fvlodel Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17, Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
l. Concept of debit o.nd credit 
2, General Ledger, use and operation 
5. Special Journal[;, use and opera tiun 
4. General Journals, use and Jperation 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
? 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
scoJO 
ALLOTTED 
_a_ 
_._ 
_o_ 
_._ 
_,_ 
J_ 
_._ 
_._ 
_._ 
_L 
_a_ 
_._ 
_._ 
-'-
_.__ 
-L 
_A_ 
_._ 
-
---
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. \'!or king papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparative 8tatements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred. and accrued items; reserve s and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
15, 'I'ruding accounts 
14 . Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and. sales 
16. Budget ma.ki,.1g 
17. The v,Jucher system 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for seme ster plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
25. Applicable to pers:mal use 
24. Applicable t o both vocatLmal & pers,mal use 
25. Meets general •Jbjectives set up in local 
course of study 
26. Exercises based on fundam~ntal need~, 
knowledges .9.nd skills 
27. Text may be correlated. with Junbr Business 
28. All terms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly atnted 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
1 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
FEATURES 
30. Supplementary s~~ts provided 
51. Short practice set~ 
32. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b, Dentist or ·Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Wholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. r.~estions in text 
2. Study helps 
3. Explanation& of procedurt:: for working problems 
4 . Practical suggestions for using textbook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Froe advisory service 
5. Fre~ publication and service 
4 . Manual 
5. Key to all exercises , se t s & proble1:;s 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
tvlAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
300 
13 
13 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
13 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
_11§__ 
• 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
11,. 
11_ 
_L_ 
_a_ 
__Q_ 
_u_ 
..M-
-1.8 
..lL 
.1L 
.lL 
1L 
_t_ 
.ML 
JAi 
FEATURES 
I. Qua.li ty and make-up 
1. Unglaied paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
3. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Inpressiveness of make-up as a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other Features 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
•• SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_J_ 
_I__ 
_!_ 
_L 
_L 
_J_ 
_ _L 
-'-
1. Adequate am.:iunt of drill work pr,)videC: 6 _j_ 
2. Practice sets and v,orkbooko optional with text 6 ....J_ 
3. C:msideration of a.bi.lity and experience of authors · 5 _._ 
4. Text contains :::mly 1-year c0urse of bo::ikkeeping 6 -1-
5. Publishers well and favorably knovm in 
commercial fie:ld 
6. V:Jcabulary intelligible to pupils 
? • Publisher:: or revised v,i thin the past 5 years 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graded as to difficulty 
10. Exercises included in the text 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. Illustrations 
C. Content of Text 
D, Teacher &nd Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 
5 ___._. 
? _,_ __ 
6 __J_ 
6 _I_ 
6 _..I__ 
,.. 
--'-
0 
--- ---
100 .. 
----
250 
.1tf. 
175_ 
.141 
30(_)_ 
.&H 
175 
.1d. 
100 Ji 
.h_OOO 101 
----
SCOP..E CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SGH01)L BOOKKEEPING TEXT:300:KS 
Directions for using the score card: Each bookket:;;ping text should be rated 
on a ;;,eparate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
rated on the ba;:;is of a maximum score li5ted in the column headed "Nlaximum 
Score". Ea ch feature should be given the maxi11twn scorG if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item need;.;, no improvement. If the feature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner a .. , to be de tr:l.men-
tal to the learning activities of the pupil, tha i tern should be .tated zero. 
Any other score between the two extrema~  of zero and mnxiraum ruay be allott~d 
to 6ach fe-..ature in accordance vlith the judgment and experi€nce of the ra.ter. 
A total 11 Score allowed" should be computed for each of th8 fll,'.lin divisions 
and for the taxtbook as a ,,.,hole . 
Name of Textbook Ra ted: 
FEATURES 
I. Approach 
1. J·ournal 
2. Bale.nee Ghee t 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Summary 
A, PBEJENTATION AN~ 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
f. Exerci~es applying to principles l earned 
g. Ques tions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MAXIMUM SC.ORE 
SGOHE ALLOTTED 
7 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 
11 
1n _  ,:,
13 
10 
15 
10 
9 
_._ 
_..._ 
_._ 
10-
l,L_ 
1fL 
a_ 
.JL 
_Q__ 
1'"EATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
5. General 
a. Material logically presented 
b. Material psychologically presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of bookkeeping 
d. Contract method of presentation 
e. Unit method of pres~ntaticn 
f. Text is self-instructive 
g. Complete instructions with each chapter 
h. Introduces new devices as a means to an 
end, not an end in themselves 
TOTAL SCORE 
l, Books of Original Entry 
1. General Journal 
2. Purchase Journal 
5 • Sales Journal 
4. Cush Bocks 
5. Registers 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
II. Bou.ks of Secondary · Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accounts) 
2. General Ledger {Closed Accounts) 
iVIAXIMUM 
SCO{ib 
8 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
7 
7 
9 
11 
12 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
SCORE 
:- ALLOTTED 
-'-
0 
-
11 
lit 
_f_ 
-'--
·I 
• -
_t_ 
FEATURE8 
3. Purchase Ledger 
1 4 • Sales Ledger 
rn:I. Other Illustrations 
1. Balance Sheet 
2. Profit nnd Loss Statement 
3~ Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. V~orking Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
l. Concept of de hit o.nd credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5. Special Journal~, use and operation 
4. General Journals, use and ~peration 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
7 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
•• SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
0 
0 
-'-
_I_ 
_t_ 
-'-
_I_ 
_I_ 
_L 
__!L 
_!_ 
~ 
-'-
_j_ 
J_ 
J_ 
--'-
_L 
• 
' 
Ut 
_.,. __ .:......;. 
~ 
10 
lO 
10 
FEATURE~ 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. \11orking pap0rs 
7. Financial St~ternents 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization und review 
10. Comparative 8tatements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items; reserves a.nd 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
14. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and sales 
16. Budget maki.-.1g 
17. The v,)ucher system 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Sui table for seme ::ite:r plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
25. Applicable tJ pers·)nal use 
24. Applicable t o both vocati:mal & pers.)nal use 
25. Meets general objectives set up in local 
course of study 
26. Exercises ba;.:;ed on fundamental needs , 
knowledges and skills 
27. 'i'ext may be t!orrelated Ytith Junbr Business 
28. All terms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly 5t a ted 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
., 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
__f_ 
_f_ 
_._ 
_._ 
_!_ 
_._ 
-'-
__..__ 
_Q_ 
_t_ 
FEATURES 
50. Supplementary sets provided 
31. Short practice sett.i 
52. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Wholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. Questions in text 
2. Study helps 
3. Explanations of procedure for working problems 
4. Practical suggestions for using textbook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
5. Fr ee publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, set s & problei:~'> 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
500 
·---
15 
1 '7 
- - '1 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
15 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
175 
• 0CORE 
ALLOTTED 
_I_ 
_JL 
...L.. 
_L 
...L.. 
_._ 
..JL 
I 
---
1CL 
JL 
1Q_ 
._ 
J.&__ 
l!_ 
11 
0 
1l_ 
1!__ 
L_ 
t_ 
q_ 
1.QQ 
FEATIJRES 
E. MECI-IANICAL FEATURES 
I. Qua.lity and make-up 
1. Unglazed paper 
2. Lines a.cross entire page 
5. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Irapre::.siveness of make-up as a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
s I 
5 
7 ' 
5 _!_ 
5 
5 
4 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other Features 
5 
1. Adequate amJunt of dril.l W,)rk pr0videci 6 
2. Practice sets an.a r:;:;irkbooks opticmal with text 6 
5. C'Jnsideration of ability ancl experience of authors 5 
4. Text contains ::mly 1-year caurse of boJkkeepine- 6 
5. Publishers riell and favorably known in 
commercial field 5 
6. Vocabulary intelligible t o puJ)ils 7 
7. PublisheC:. or r evised v.i thin the~ past 5 years 6 
8. Index 6 
9. Exercises gracled ,a~ to difficulty 6 
10. Exercises included in the text 6 
_a_ 
' 
• 
• 
' 
...L 
100 6' 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. IlJ.ustrations 
C. Cont~nt of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GR.AND TOTAL SCORE 
250 
175 
300 __ 
J.75 
100 
1,000 
lit 
11t 
120 
100 
" .. ,
to 
SCOH.E CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCHO•JL BOOKKEEPING TEXT:::OOKS 
Directions for using the score card: Each bookkef:ping text should be rated 
on a ;;;eparate score card. Features included under mnin division;;; should be 
rated on the ba5is of a meximum score libted in the column headed. ''Maximum 
Score". E..ich feature should be given the ruaxi:num score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item need., no improvement. If the feature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner 11 ~, to be detrj_men-
tal to the learning activities of the pupil, the item should be rated zero. 
Any other score between the two extreme ~  of zero and maxiiJU!il may be ~llotted 
to 6ach feature in accordance with the judgment and experiEonce of the rater. 
A to"tctl "Score allowed" should be computed for each of thu nu.in divisions 
a.nd for the textbook as a YJhole. 
Name of Textbook Re::. ted: 
FEATURES 
I. Approach 
1. J·ournal 
2. Balance Sheet 
5. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Present,3.tion 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Summary 
A. PFE0ENTATION AN~ 
METHOD OF APPROACii 
f. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MA,'<: IMUM SCORE 
SCORE ALLOTTE~ 
7 
10 
8 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
13 
10 
9 
• 
' 
• 
• 
10 
I 
--10 
' 
• 
I. 
FEATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. Direct vocationnl 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
3. General 
a. Material logically presented 
b. Material psychologically presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of bo0kkeeping 
d. Contract method of presentation 
e. Unit method of pres~ntation 
f. Text is self-ins tructive 
g. Complete instructions with each chapter 
h. Introduces new devices as a rneans to an 
end, not an end in themselves 
TOTAL SCORE 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
Books of Original Entry 
l. General Journal 
2. PurchasG Journal 
5. Sales J ournal 
4. Cash Books 
5. Registers 
II. Bouks of Sec1)ndary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accounts) 
2. General Ledger (Closed Accounts) 
tl 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
SCu~J:. :. ALLOTTED 
a 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
7 
7 
9 
11 
12 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
_t_ 
_._ 
_.l_ 
• 
• -
_L 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
1 
• 
' 
' 
' 
--
• 
• --
• 
FEATURES 
3. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. Balance Sheet 
2. Profit and Loss Statement 
5. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
15. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
1. Concept of debit and credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5. Special Journals, use and operatiun 
4. General Journals, use and ~peration 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
•• SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_f_ 
..L 
...JL 
_._ 
_._:_ 
_f_ 
_f_ 
_Q_ 
_.__ 
_._ 
_._ 
_.__ 
--
-l.-
_I._ 
_.__ 
....L. 
...L. 
lit 
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. \.'.1orking pap0rs 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparativ-e (:lUJ.tements, ana.lrzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items; reservea and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
15. Trading accounts 
14 . Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and salBs 
16. Budget maki .. 1g 
17. The V•Jucher system 
18. Inc0me Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for seme ~~ ter plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
23. AppJ.icablE, t .) pers Jnal use 
24. Applicable t o both vocati Jnal & pers.:ma.l use 
25. Meets general •Jbjectives set up in local 
course of stuo.y 
26. Exercises ba3ed on fundamBntal needs , 
knowledges and skills 
27. Text may be correlo.ted with Junior Business 
28. All terms cle&rly defined 
29. Objectives clearly s t a t ed 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 . 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
s 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
a 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
t 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
FEATURES 
30. Supplementary sets provided 
31. Short practice set~ 
52. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Wholesale busi.ness 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. ~~estions in text 
2. Study helps 
5. Explanations of procedure for working probleme 
4. Practical suggestions for using textbook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
5. Free publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & problei~s 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
300 
15 
13 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
15 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
175 
M 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
l 
I. 
FEATURES 
E. MECHANICAL FEATURES 
Guality and make-up 
1. Ungla7.ed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
5. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Inprei:;siveness of make-up s.s a whole 
6. Size of text 
7 . Re sale value 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
II 
SCORE 
AIJ..OTTED 
5 .. 
5 
7 • 
5 _L 
5 
5 
4 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other Features 
5 
' 
1. Adequate aro )unt of drill work pr,;vided 6 , 
2. Practice sets and workbooks optional with text 6 t 
5. C·Jnsideration ·::>f a bility and experience of authors 5 _!_ 
4. Text contains ~nly 1-year course of bo::>kkeeping 6 I 
5. Publishers well and favorably knovm in 
commercial field 5 I 
6. Vocabulary intelligible to pupils 7 _!__ 
7. Published or r evised v.-ithin the past 5 years 6 _!_ 
8 . Index 6 _..l__ 
9. Exercises graded a s to difficulty 6 _2__ 
10. Exercise& included in the text 6 
100 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 250 111 
B. Illustrations 175 l.Jt 
c. Content of Text 300 __ 111 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 175 __.H 
E. Mechanical Features 100 IO 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 1.000 tlt 
•• 
SCORE CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCHO,)L BOOKKEEPING TEXT~OKS 
Directions for using the score card: Each tookke<::ping text should be rated 
on a separate score card. FeQtures included under main divisions should be 
rated on the ba.::ds of a mcximum score listr.::d in the column hr~adec.i 11Ma.~dmwn 
Score 11 • E.:i.ch feature should be given the maxi:c,ur:1 scoro if, in the opinion 
of the rnter, that pnrticular item need., no improvement. If the f eature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner a~, to be detrimen-
tal to the learning activities of the pupil, the item should be .cated zero. 
Any other score bGtwePn the two extreme::: of zero and maxi1:1w11 may be allotted 
to e:,nch f ca ture in accordance ~ri th the judGment &nd experienee of the rater. 
A total 11Scorc allowed11 should be computed for each of thG m:.d.n divisions 
and for the textbook as a v:hole. 
Name of Textbook Ra ted: 
FEATURES 
I. Approach 
1. J·ournal 
2. Balance Gheet 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Chapter 
. a. Pri.:!view 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Sununary 
A. P~E3ENTATION ~NQ 
METHOD OF A.PPHOACfl 
f. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MJLCIMUM SCORE 
SCORE ALLOTTED 
7 
10 
8 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
13 
10 
9 
' 
_t_ 
10 
At_ 
10 
• --ll 
• 
• 
:B'EATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of materh~l 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
3. General 
a. Material logically presented 
b. Material psychologic~lly presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of bodckeeping 
d. Contract method of presentation 
e. Unit method of presentation 
f. Text is self-in~tructive 
g. Complete instructions with each chapter 
h. Introduce:.; new devices as a rneans to an 
E::nd, not an end in themselves 
TOTAL SCORE 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. Books of Original Entry 
l. Gener.s.l Journal 
2. Purchase Journal 
5. Sales J ournal 
4. Cush Bocks 
5. Registers 
II. Bouks of Secondary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Acc,)1mts) 
2. General Lddger (Closed Accounts) 
'' MAXIMUM SCORE 
sc0;.1 ,. P,LOTTED 
d 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
'1 
7 
9 
11 
12 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
lM 
FEATUREb 
5. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. B.~lance Sheet 
2. Profit and Loss Statement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
15. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
1. Concept of debit and credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5 . Special J ournal~, use and opera tion 
4. General Journal5, use and Jperation 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
'I 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
----
11 
10 
10 
10 
.. 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_L 
_._ 
_Jl,_ 
_._ 
_._ 
_._ 
_f_ 
--0-
_._ 
_._ 
0 
0 
-'-
-
----
•• 
_L 
...L 
_.__ 
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. V!orking papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparative statements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items; reserves and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
14. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and sales 
16. ·Budget making 
17. The v,Jucher system 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for semester plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
25 • .Applicable to pers 0)nal use 
24. Applicable to both vocati-Jnal & personal use 
25. Meets general objectives set up in local 
course of study 
26. Exercises based on fundamental needs, 
knowledges and skills 
27. Text may be correlated with Juni~r Business 
28. All terms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly s tated 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
· 9 
• 
SCORE 
ALLOTI'ED 
FEATURES 
I 30. Supplementary sets provided 
1 51. Short practice set::; 
32. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Wholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. Questions in text 
2. Study helps 
3. Explanations of procedure for working probleme 
4. Practical suggestions for· using textlJook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
3. Free publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & proble1.-.B 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
300 
·----
13 
13 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
13 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
175 
100 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
-4. 
-0... 
-0--
-0-
-0-
_._ 
_I_ 
111 
---
---
.ML 
_,_ 
h__ 
_fL 
_._ 
1L 
).L_ 
_o_ 
J.l_ 
a __ 
10-
_,_ 
_._ 
lGI 
FEATURES 
E. MECHANICAL FEATURES 
I. Qua.11 ty and make-up 
l. Unglazed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
5. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Irapre::;siveness of make-up r..s a v1hole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
MAXIMUM 
_SCORE 
101 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
5 ' 
5 
'7 ' 
5 ' 
5 
0 
8. Economical in price 
II. Oth::r Features 
5 
4 
5 
l. Adequate am.)unt of dril.l work pr0vided. . 6 
2. Practice sets and workb0c.1ks optional ,li th te::xt 6 _f_ 
5. C:msicieration ·)f ability and experience of authors 5 _i_ 
4. Text c :mt..ains ;mly 1-yea.r course of bv'.)kkeeping 6 __f_ 
5. Publishers v;ell and fav0rably knovm in 
commercial field 
6. V;)cabulary intelligible t o pupils 
7. Published. or revised vd thin the past 5 years 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graded a~ to difficulty 
10. Exercises included in the text 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. Illustrations 
C. Content of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 
5 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
_I_ 
_t__ 
e 
_J_ 
100 •• 
250 1M. 
175 _It 
300 __ 111. 
175 101 
100 •• 
1,000 Ht_ 
I 
1 lOI 
Ii 
I 
SCOHE CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SGHOt)L BOOKKEEPING TEXTBOOK$ 
I 
I 
Dt;rections for using the score card: . Each ~ool:kecpin~ te,.ct. s~ould be ra.ted 
o~ a ::,eparate score card. Features includea under main divisions should be 
rated on the bar,is o:f a m<'.!.ximum score listed in the column headed "Maxim.run 
,, 
Score". Each feature should be given the maxbmm score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item need;:; no improvement. If the f eature is 
nbt included in · the text or is included in such a manner a~, to be detrimen-
til.1 to the learning activities of the pupil, the item should be rated zero. 
Amr other score between the two extreme s of zero and maximum mav be allotted ,~ . ~ 
tb each feature in accordance v1ith the judgment and experience of the rater. 
A,: total "Score allowed" should be computed for each of the m:..in divisions 
and for the textbook as a whole. 
Name of Textbook Ra ted: 
I 
I 11• Approach 
I 
I 
1. J·ournal 
2. Balance Sheet 
5. Transaction 
4. Equation 
1 5. Account 
~J. Presentation 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e • Surrunary 
A. PRK3ENTATI0N ANQ. " 
~fr~THOD Ot APPROACH 
f. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
SCOH]_ ALLOTTED 
7 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
13 
10 
9 
' 
' 
• 
11 
11 
10 
11 
0 
• 
.I 
1''EATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of materi!!.l 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e. To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
5. GGneral 
a. Material logicully presented 
b. Material psychologically presented 
c. Approach firml;r establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of bo0kkeepir1g 
d. Contract method of presentation 
e. Unit method of pres~ntation 
f. Text is self-inGtructive 
g. ComplGte instructions with each chapter 
h. Introduce::; new devices as a rneun::. to ,m 
end, not an end in themselves 
TOTAL SCORE 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. Books of Original Entry 
1. General Journal 
2. Purchase Journal 
3. Sal&s Journal 
4. Ca.sh Books 
5. Registers 
II. Bouks of Secondary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accou,"ltG) 
2. General Ledger (Cl.)sed Accounts) 
lOI 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
sc0:.1 :. ALLOTTED 
8 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
'7 
7 
9 
11 
12 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
--'-
_._ 
ltl 
1 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
FEATURES SCORE ALLOTTED 
3. Purchase Ledger 6 
4. Sales Ledier 6 _J!_ 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. Ba.lance Sheet 8 
-2. Profit and Loss Statement 8 _._ 
3. Surplus Stateaent 5 -'l_ 
4. Trial Balances 8 _._ 
5. Working Papers 7 _L_ 
6. Business fo?'lls 7 _L 
7. Posting 8 • 
a. Makini c0rrections 7 • 
9. Equati&ns 6 _i_ 
10. Medel Sets 6 
11. Photoiraphs 6 _L 
12. Script 4 
-'--
15. Illustrations in color 5 
..L 
i4. Cumulative account fora$ 5 
...L 
15. Distribution account forms 4 ....I_ 
16. Schedules 4 _A_ 
17. Income Tax Returns 4 
-'-
18. T-account forms 7 _j_ 
TOTAL SCORE 175 
C. CONTENT fil: MI 
1. Concept 0f debit o.nd credit 11 
2. General Ledger, use and ~peration 10 _._ 
5. Special Journals, use and operation 10 _L 
4. General Journals, use and ;.>peratd.on 10 • 
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. 'forking papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparative statements, analyzing ano 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items, reserves and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
14 . Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and sales 
16. Budget maki1.1g 
17. The voucher 13ystem 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for semcate:r plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
25. Applicable t0 pers·)nal use 
24. Applicable t o both vocati Jnal & pers~nal use 
25. Meets general object ives set up in l ocal 
course of s tudy 
26. Exercises based on fundamental ne8ds , 
knowledges ~nd skills 
27. Text may be eorrelnteG with Junij r Business 
28. All t erms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly 5t a ted 
iVlAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
lOI 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
10 
_J_ 
' 
' 
0 
I 
l 
' 
• 
' 
-'-
I 
• 
• 
• 
~ 
' 
' 
FEATURES 
50. Supplementary sets provided 
31. Short practice seto 
52. · Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Wholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. Questions in text 
2. Study helps 
5. Explanations of procedure for working problems 
4. Practical suggestions for using textlJook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
5. Free publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & proble~5 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
G 
300 
15 
13 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
15 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
175 
lOt 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
1,e 
10 
0 
10 
0 
10 
11 
11 
lf 
18 
u 
I 
· O 
101 
FEATURES 
E. MECHANICAL FEATURES 
I. Qua.l i ty and make-up 
1. Ungla7,ed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
3. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Inpre::;siveness of make-up &s a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other Features 
1. Adequate am )unt of drill W()rk pr,Jviclec 
2. Practice sets and workbu(JkS optiGnal Hi th t0xt 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
3. C0nsideration of ability and experience of authors 5 
4. Text c,Jntains ::mly 1-year c0urse of boJkkeepine 
5. Publishers well and f avorably known in 
collllllercial field 
6. Vocabulary intelligible t o pupils 
7. Published or r evised vd thin the past 5 years 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graded a 8 to difficulty 
10 . Exercises included in the t ext 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. Illustrations 
c. Content of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 
6 
5 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
100 
250 
175 
300 
175 
100 
12000 
1' 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
I 
• 
• 
• 
1,a 
Di" 
.. 
• 
--
SCORE CARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCH01JL BOOKKEEPING TEXTBOOKS 
Directions for using the score card: Each bookkeeping text should be rated 
on a separate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
rated on the bac,is o:(' a meximum score listed in the column headed "Maximwn 
Score". Each feature should be given the ma.xiu1um score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item needs no improvement. If the feature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner a i.i to be detrimen-
ta'.l. to the learning activities of the pupil, the item should be rated zero. 
Any other score between the two extremes of zero and rr~xiuum may be allotted 
to each feature in accordance with the judgment ~nd experience of the rater • . 
A totf!.l "Score allowed" should be computed for each of the main divisions 
and for the textbook as a whole. 
I. 
Name of Textbook Rated: 
'""'"*' 
FEATURES 
A. PRESENTATION~ 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
Approach 
1. Journal 
2, Balance Sheet 
5. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Chapter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Summary 
f. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g, Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MA..XIMUM 
SCORE 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
7 __f. 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 _._ 
11 
-1,0.. 
12 ...J.D_ 
13 
-11.. 
10 __._ 
13 
-11-
10 
-la-
9 _._ 
10t 
1'WCIMUM SCORE 
FEATURES SCu{ili '·ALLOTTED 
2. Ai.ms in presentntion of material 
a. Direct vocationnl 8 0 
b. Indirect vocational 7 0 
c. Social 7 
' 
d. General business 10 1 
--
To form correct habits for bookkeeping 10 0 e. 
3. Ge:neral 
a. Material logicully presented 12 10 
b. Material psychologically presented 9 • 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
• fundamental elements of bo0kkeeping 12 
d. Contract method of presentation 7 0 
e. Unit method of pres~ntation 7 
' 
f. Text is self-instructive 9 • 
g. Complete inst:n.ictions with each chapter 11 10 
h. Introduces new devices as a means to an 10 end, not an end in themselves 12 
---
TOTAL SCORE 250 111 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. Books of Original Entry 
1. General Journal 8 • 
2. Purchase Journal 8 I 
5. Sales Journal 8 • 
4. Cash Bocks 8 • 
5. Registers 6 • 
II. Books of Secondary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accounts) 8 • 
2. General Ledger (Closed Accounts) 8 • 
FEATURE~ 
5. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. Balance Sheet 
2, Profit and Loss 3-tatement 
5. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
15. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
l. Concept of debit and credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5. Special Journal~, use and operativn 
4. General Journal&, use and Jperation 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
'1 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
110 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_._ 
__._ 
_._ 
~ 
-f... 
J_ 
_I_ 
_L 
_I_ 
_jL 
-1.. 
_j_ 
_I_ 
-'-
_I_ 
_._ 
_L 
~ 
-
------
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. V!orking papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
10. Comparative statements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items; reserves and 
deprecic.tion 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
14. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments anG sales 
16. Budget mald,.1g 
17. The v,;ucher systen 
18. Incume Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for semc::iter plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
considerati0n 
22, Applicable to vocational use 
23. Applicabh: t ~, perS'Jnal use 
24 . Applicable t o both vocati.mal & pers.:mal use 
25. Meets general ·.:,bj ectives set up in 1-:>cal 
course of study 
26. Exercises ba3ed on fundamental neadb, 
knowledges and skills 
27. Text may be l!orrE)lnteC: with JunL>r Business 
28. All terms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly 5t~ted 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
111 SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
-1.. 
--l.. 
_._ 
__Q_ 
_ _._ 
_._ 
-0-
-1-
-I-
_.__ 
FEATURES 
30. Supplementary sets provided 
31. Short practice sets 
32. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f, Wholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER Mill PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. Questions in text 
2. Study helps 
3. Explanations of procedure for working probleme 
4. Practical suggestions for using textbook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
3. Free publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & problet-:.s 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
300 
15 
13 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
13 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
175 
111 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
• 
I 
180 
101 
FEATURES 
E. MECHANICAL FEATU~ES 
I. Que.l i. ty ::md m .. 1.ke-up 
1. Ungla?.ed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
5. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Inprecsiveness of make-up&$ a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other FeaturGs 
1. Adequate annunt of dril.L Wt)rk pr0vided. 
2. Practice sets :.rn.d. r10rkb00ks optional with t8xt 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
5 
5 
'7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
5. C:msi(teration 0f ability and experience of authors 5 
4. Text c)ntains only 1-year c0urse of bo:,kkeepine 
5. Publishers v;ell and fav0rably knov..rn in 
commercial field 
6. Vocabulary intelligibl~ to pupils 
7. PublisheC:. 0r revised vii thin the past 5 years 
8. Inuex 
9. Exercises graued a(:. to difficulty 
10. Exer~ises included in the text 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. Illustrations 
c. Content of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRLND TOTAL SCORE 
6 
5 
7 
6 
.... 
0 
6 
6 
100 
250 
175 
300 __ 
175 
100 
1,000 
us 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
--I-
_._ 
-f-
_._ 
--1-
_.__ 
--4--
_._ 
-+-
-I-
-+-
--6-
_.__ 
_.__ 
_._ 
_.__ 
-0.-
_._ 
• 
~ 
-llO 
-101 
_.. 
... 
SCORE CARD FOE. RATING 
FIR.ST-YEAR HIGH SC.HO,)L BOOKKEEPING TEXTjj()OKS 
Directions for using the score card: Each 1ookkeE:ping text shoul.d be rated 
on a ~eparate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
q.ted on the ba0is o:f a maximum score listed in the column headed "Ma~-cimwn 
Score". Each feature should be given the maxi:num score if, in the opinion 
of the rater, that particular item need.; no improvement. If the feature is 
not included in the text or is included in such a manner 11 .. , to be detrimen-
tal to the learning activities of the pupi1, the item should be rated zero. 
Any other score b6tvmen the two extreme :.~ of zero and maxi1:1Ufi1 may be allotted 
to snch fe..o.ture in accordance v;ith the judgment and experience of' the ruter. 
A total "Score allowed" '3hould be computed for ei::.ch of tht:3 m;.iin divisions 
and for the textbook as a vrhole. 
Name of Textbook Re:. ted: 
FEATURES 
~. Approach 
1. Journal 
2. Balance Sheet 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
II. Presentation 
1. Chnpter 
a. Preview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Summary 
A, PREGENTATION AN!2 
METHOD Ot, .APPROACI! 
f. Exercises applying to principles learned 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
SCORE ALLOTTED 
7 
10 
8 _._ 
9 
'9 
8 
_Q_ 
11 _L. 
12 _l_ 
13 
_ltl 
10 _l_ 
13 _..__ 
10 
-1L 
9 _Jl 
UI 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
FEATURES SCu{J.. :. ALLOTTED 
2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. Direct vocational 8 
' 
b. Indirect vocational 7 • 
c. Social 7 • --
d. General business 10 • 
e. To form correct habits for ·bo9kkeeping 10 •• 
5. Gtmeral 
a. Material logically presented 12 • --
b. Material psychologically presented 9 I 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
• fundamental elements of bo0kkeeping 12 
d. Contract method of presentation 7 0 
e. Unit method of pres~nta.tion 7 
' 
f. Text is self-instructive 9 • 
g. Complete instructions with each chapter 11 u. 
h. Introduces new devices as a means to an 
end, not an end in themselves 12 
TOTAL SCORE 250 lit 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. Books of Original Entry 
l. General Journal 8 • 
2. Purchase Journal 8 • 
5. Sales Journal 8 • 
4. Co.sh Bocks 8 
5. Registers 6 0 
II. Bouks of Secondary Entry 
1. General Ledger (Open Accounts) 8 • -
2. General Ledger (Closed Accounts) 8 • 
FEATUREo 
3. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. B~lance Sheet 
2. Profit and Loss Statement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Ba.lances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Making corrections 
9. Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
13. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
1. Concept of debit .::i.nd credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5. Special J curnal~, use and operatiun 
4. General Journals, use and ~peration 
MAXIMUM 
SCOP.E 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8 
'1 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
• SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_i_ 
.......L 
~ 
_._ 
_L 
_J_ 
_L 
_g_ 
__L 
_Q_ 
_I_ 
-'-
_o._ 
_L 
_._ 
_._ 
_Q_ 
_._ 
-
---
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. V'1orking papers 
7. Financial Statements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organizatton und review 
10. Comparative utatements, analyzing and 
interpreting 
11. Deferred and accrued items, reserve3 and 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
13. Trading accounts 
ltl . Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and salas 
16. Budget ma.king 
17. The v,Jucher system 
18. Incume Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable f0r semc:3ter plan 
21. Different levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22, Applicable to vocational use 
25. A pplicablG t ,) persJnal use 
24. Applicable t o both vocati.mal & pers .:mal use 
25. Meets general .Jbjectives set up in local 
course of study 
26. Exercises ba,.;;ed on fundamemtal need;:,, 
knowledges and skills 
27. 'i'ext may be t~orrela.ted with Junior Business 
28. All terms clearly defined 
29. Objectives clearly otated 
MAXIMUM 
· SCORE 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
u, 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
10 
• 
I 
_L 
• 
' 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• 
' 
8 • 
9 _!__ 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
' 
_I_ 
I 
• 
FEATURES 
50. Supplementary sets provided 
31. Short practice set~ 
52. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 
b. Dentist or Doctor 
c. Personal records 
d. Household records 
e. Retail business 
f. Wholesale business 
g. Radio dealer 
TOTAL SCORE 
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. r.~estions in text 
2. Study helps 
3. Explanations of procedure for working problems 
4. Pra.ctical suggestions for using textbook 
5. Workbooks 
II. Teacher 
1. Standardized tests 
2. Free advisory service 
3. Fre~ publication and service 
4. Manual 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & proble1::.~ 
6. Practice sets 
7. Supplementary practice sets 
8. Courses of study 
TOTAL SCORE 
MAXDAUM 
SCORE 
6 
8 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
300 
13 
13 
15 
11 
15 
14 
12 
15 
17 
18 
15 
9 
10 
11 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
ue 
..10-
.U.-
-U-
-U-
-18-
_f_ 
-0-
-l.O-
119 
FEATlJRES 
E. !VIECHANIC.1iL FEATURES 
I. Quality and make-up 
1. Unglazed paper 
2. Lines across entira page 
B. Clear, black type 
4. Title of text 
5. Impressiveness of make-up t:.,5 a v1hole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8. Economical in price 
I III. Other Features 
1. Adt1quate am :iunt of dril1 work pr,;vided 
2. Practice sets and workbooko optional wi th text 
MAXIfvllJ!Vl 
_SCORE 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
3. C'.Jnsidera tion ,:) f abi.li ty and experience of authors 5 
4. Text c,Jntains -:nly 1-year course of bv:)kkeeping 
5. Publishers well and fav(>rably known in 
COi.'Ullercial fir:::ld 
6. Vocabulary intelligible to pupils 
7. Published or revised v..-i thin the past 5 yea.rs 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graded a:-:: to difficulty 
10. Exercises included in the text 
A. Presentation and Method of Approach 
B. Illustrations 
C. Content of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRL.ND TOTAL SCORE 
6 
5 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
100 
250 
175_ 
300 __ 
1'75 
100 
1,000 
sccM:9 
1U,LOTTED 
-I,-
-1--
-'I-
-a-
---
+-
--t-
+-
-4-
-6-
-.&-
-4-
--4-· 
-a...-
_._ 
-4-
-1-
--I--
---
II 
:lk-
ifl'" 
1* 
J.11.. 
--
.. 
110 
SCOH.E GARD FOR RATING 
FIRST-YEAR HIGH SCHOuL BOOKKEEPING TEXTBOOKS 
Dir,ections for using the score card: Each bookkeeping t,ext should be rated 
on/ a ~eparate score card. Features included under main divisions should be 
ra~ed on the basis of a maximum score listed in the colwnn headed "Mazimum 
Score". Ea.ch feature should be given the maximum score if, in the opinion 
ofl the rater, that particular item need.:; no improvement. If the f eature is 
noft included in the text or is included in such a manner a~, to be detrimen-
tal to the learning activities of the pupil, the item should be rated zero. 
Any other score between the two extreme s of zero and maximum may be allotted 
to each f&ature in accordance with the judgment and experience of the rater. 
A :total "Score allowed" should be computed for each of the main divisions 
ar f::~:f t;::::k a:a:.:~ol_e_._lf,d"""""'""""'""""--·----1 ..... __ _...., _______ _ 
' 
FEATURES 
A. PRESENTATION AND 
METHOD OJ[ APPROACH 
I. Approach 
1. J·ournal 
2. Bala.nee Sheet 
3. Transaction 
4. Equation 
5. Account 
r/1. Presentation. 
11 
I 1. Chapter 
a. Pr1.:Jview 
b. Discussion 
c. Explanation 
d. Illustration 
e. Summary 
f. Exercises applying to principles 
g. Questions for class discussion 
h. Topics for class discussion 
learned 
MAXDJ!UM 
SCORE 
7 
10 
8 
9 
9 
8 
11 
12 
13 
10 
15 
10 
9 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
_ _. 
_. 
-10. 
JJ.l 
--la 
_.. 
_._ 
_._ 
---0-
FEATURES 
2. Aims in presentation of material 
a. Direct vocational 
b. Indirect vocational 
c. Social 
d. General business 
e . To form correct habits for bookkeeping 
3. General 
a. Material logically presented 
b. Material psychologically presented 
c. Approach firmly establishes concepts of 
fundamental elements of bovkkeeping 
d. Contract method of presentation 
e. Unit method of pres~ntation 
f. Text is self-instructive 
g. Complete instructions with each chnpter 
h. Introduces new devices as a means to an 
end, not an end in themselves 
TOTAL SCORE 
I. Books of Original E.ntry 
1. Gener.9.l Journal 
2. Purchase Journal 
5. Sales Journal 
4. Cush Books 
5. Registers 
B. ILLUSTRATIONS 
II. Books of Secondary Entry 
l. General Ledger (Open AccQunts) 
2. General Ledger (Closed Accounts) 
1a1 
MAXIMUM SCORE 
SCu~il:. ,. ALLOTTED 
a 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
9 
12 
7 
7 
9 
11 
12 
250 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
• 
I 
0 
t 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
u. 
• 
1N 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
FEATUREo 
3. Purchase Ledger 
4. Sales Ledger 
III. Other Illustrations 
1. Balance SheE:t 
2, Profit and Loss Statement 
3. Surplus Statement 
4. Trial Balances 
5. Working Papers 
6. Business forms 
7. Posting 
8. Malcing corrections 
9 . Equations 
10. Model Sets 
11. Photographs 
12. Script 
15. Illustrations in color 
14. Cumulative account forms 
15. Distribution account forms 
16. Schedules 
17. Income Tax Returns 
18. T-account forms 
TOTAL SCORE 
C. CONTENT OF TEXT 
J.. Concept cf debit o.nd credit 
2. General Ledger, use and operation 
5 . Special Jcurnal~, use and operutivn 
4. General Journals, use and Jperation 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
6 
6 
8 
8 
5 
8 
7 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
7 
175 
11 
10 
10 
10 
I I 
SCORE 
ALLOTTED 
---e-
----'-
--0. 
_._ 
_._ 
_,_ 
_. 
_. 
---0-
-0-
-t-
_.._ 
_..,._ 
_. 
~ 
_.. 
-0-
_.. 
-
--·-
FEATURES 
5. Closing the ledger 
6. \.'1orking papers 
7. Financial st~tements 
8. Business forms and papers 
9. Business organization and review 
I 10. Compare, ti ve :.,ta tements, analyzing and. 
interpreting 
11. Deferred. and accrued items, reserves a.nd 
depreciation 
12. Partnerships 
15. Tr~tding acc,:)Unts 
14. Petty cash fund 
15. C. O. D. shipments and sales 
16. Budget making 
17. The v,-Jucher system 
18. Income Tax Procedure 
19. Social Security Act 
20. Suitable for semcater plan 
21. Dif'f ere:mt levels of ability taken into 
consideration 
22. Applicable to vocational use 
25. Applicable t ,) pers,)nal use 
24. Applicable to both vocati.mal & pers-::mal use 
25. Meets general objectives set up in local 
course of study 
26. Exercises ba;;;ed on fundamental needs, 
knovlledges .:1.nd skills 
27. Text may be eorrelnted with Juni-)r Business 
28. All terms cle&rly defined 
29. Objectives clearly st~ted 
MAXIMUM 
SCOF-E 
10 
9 
10 
8 
7 
7 
9 
7 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
7 
10 
9 
11 
SCORE 
ALLOTTJill 
• 
I 
a 
0 
I 
' 
' 
_I_ 
a 
--'--
-'-
a 
___J_ 
_Jl 
_f_ 
_!_ 
_I_ 
_J_ 
_L 
116 
FEATURES MAXIMUM SCORE 
SCORE ALLOTTED 
30. Supplementary sets provided 6 _A_ 
31. Short practice set:;;: 8 __._ 
32. Sets included in text: 
a. Farm project 5 
_Q_ 
b. D€ntiat or Doctor 6 
_jL 
c. Personal records 7 _JL 
d. Household records 7 _JL 
e. Retail business 8 ~ 
f. Wholesale business 6 _L_ 
g. Radio dealer 6 
....L 
TOTAL SCORE 300 111 
---
D. TEACHER AND PUPIL AIDS 
I. Pupil 
1. Questions in text 13 _._ 
2. Study helps 13 _Jl 
3. Explanations of procedure for working problems 15 _1Q_ 
4. Practical suggestions for using textbook 11 _Q_ 
5. Workbooks 15 ~ 
II. Teacher 
l. Standardized tests 14 _o_ 
2. Free advisory service 12 .ll._ 
3. Free publication and service 13 _._ 
4. Manual 17 _._ 
5. Key to all exercises, sets & pro blei:-.~ 18 _._ 
6. Practice sets 15 _Q_ 
7. Supplementary practice sets 9 
_Q_ 
8. Courses of study 10 _L 
TOTAL SCORE 175 _ _M_ 
FEATURES 
I. Que.l i ty and make-up 
1. Un~l a ?.ed paper 
2. Lines across entire page 
3. Clear, bl&ck type 
4. Title of text 
5. Inpre~siveness of make-up ~s a whole 
6. Size of text 
7. Resale value 
8. Economical in price 
II. Other Fea tures 
1 . .Adequate am :,unt of dril.~ Wl)rk pr,)videC: 
2. Practice sets :ind r10rkbo0ks optfonal ,;1i t h t ext 
MAXIMUM 
SCORE 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
5. C'Jnsidera tion •)f e.bi.li ty ancl experience of authors 5 
4. 'l'cxt C·)ntains :mly 1-yeo.r c0uroe af bo::,kkeeping 
5. Publishers well and f av1>rably kn:.)vm in 
commercial field 
6. V:Jcabulary intelligible t o pupils 
7. PublisheC: o:c r evised v.- i thin the past 5 years 
8. Index 
9. Exercises graued a t t o diff iculty 
10 . Exercises included in the t ext 
A. Presentation and Method of Approa ch 
B. IlJ.us t ra tions 
c. Content of Text 
D. Teacher and Pupil Aids 
E. Mechanical Features 
GRAND TOTAL SCORE 
6 
5 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
100 
----
250 
175 
WO 
1'75 
100 
1,000 
:s 
SCORE 
_:ALLOTTED 
_A.. 
_l. 
-'-
-'-
_ _!_ 
_t_ 
-~ 
_t_ 
_!._ 
_!l 
_....i_ 
_L 
_L 
_a__ 
-'-
__._ 
• 
_t_ 
'' --
_l.11 
_!.D 
_.111 
" 
'' 
... 
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